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Wednesday, March 16
7:00-12:00 PM
-- THETA TAU CASINO NIGHT
National Guard Armorv
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9 :00-10:30 PM
-- CORONA nON AND KNIGHTING
Multipurpose Building
10:00-2:00 AM
-- CORONA TlON DANCE
National Guard Armory

Thursday, March 17
11 :00-4:00 PM
- ST. PAT'S EXTRAVAGANZA
Lions Club Park

Music by Griffin

Saturday, March 19
8:00 AM
-- PAINTING OF GREEN STRIPE
Down Pine Street

5:30-6:00 PM
-- TOWN BEARD CONTEST
Dave's Barber Shop

9: 15 AM

8:00-12:00 PM
- KMNR GREASE BALL
St. Pat's Ballroom

-- ST. PAT STARTS DOWN PINE STREET
10:00-12:00 PM
-- ST PAT'S PARADE
Down Pine Street

Friday, March 18
12:30PM
- ST. PAT ARRIVES Frisco Depot

1:00 PM
-- KNIGHTING CEREMONY
at Jackling Field

2:00-5:00 PM
- CONTESTS AT LIONS CLUB PARK
Shelter No. 1

7:30 PM
-- CONCERT-Multipurpose. Building
FEA TURING PURE PRAIRIE LEAGUE

\

-ST. PAT'S '77, a time to work and party........ .

~
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Miner News
Order Of The Golden
Shillelagh
A group of distinguished
friends of the University of
Missouri-Rolla gathered here
recently to organize The Order
of the Golden Shillelagh.
There were 14 of the 27
founding members present for
the day's events. Among other
things, they adopted program,
procedure and mem bership
requirements for the new order.
The Order of the Golden
Shillelagh is a major gifts club,
designed exclusively to assist
the campus in its fund raising
effort. Any individual, alumnus
or friend of UMR, may become
a member in one of three ways. '
Participants may give a cash
gift of $10,000, a 10-year pledge
of no less than $1,000 a year or
establish an estate gift of
$15,000. In addition, membership is possible by combining a bequest or trust with
cash gifts totaling $12,500.
Activities will include annual
meetings of the order and
solicitation of prospective new
members. Alden Hacker of
Warson Woods is the national
chairman of this group and
opened the day's festivities.
"We will conduct an intense
drive through the remainder of
this year to invite charter
members
into
the
organization," Hacker said.
The day's activities began
with a welcome by Interim
Chancellor Jim C. Pogue. The
chancellor also discussed the
state of the UMR campus,
pointing out the importance of
major support from the private
sector if the Rolla Campus is to
retain its standard of excellence.
Bernard R. Sarchet then
outlined evol vemen't of the total
development program over the
past few years. He is chairman
of UMR's department of
engineering
management,

exec uti ve director of external
affairs and one of The Order of
Golden Shillelagh founding
members.
Sarchet explained that on
Founder's Day one year ago the
Chancellor's
Development
Council was dissolved and the
new UMR Development Council
was organized with Paul T.
Dowling as national chairman. I
At that time the decision was
made to intensify the campus
development fund raising
program in four major areas:
Corporations, planned giving;
major gifts and a broad,
general alumni and friends
support program.
Sarchet went on explain fuat
the development program has
added two new areas of concentration that will be pursued
this year. These are a program
of community support and one
for parents of' UMR shidents.
Ken Asher of the campus'
development office is working :
in this area and national
chairmen will be named in the
near future.
The day concluded with a
formal reception in the Chan ~
cellor's Residence and dinner at

the
University
Center.
University of Missouri Interim
President James C. Olson
joined the group for these
events and spoke briefly at the
dinner on the importance of
pi ivate support of public higher
education. Each founding
,member was' then formally
'recognized by the presentation
of an authentic shillelagh from
Shillelagh, County of Wicklow,
Ireland. (These symbols were
provided by Ed A. Smith of
Tulsa, Okla.)

to

Missouri Miner '
The MISSOURI MINE R i~ the official publication olthe University of
Missouri-Rolla. It is published at Rolla, Missouri, every week during
the school year. Entered as second class maHer February 8, 1945, at
the Post Office at Rolla, Mo., under the Act of March 3, 1879. The
subscriptions are 53.00 per semester. This MISSOURI MINER
features activities of the students and faculty of UMR . Miner office
(341-4235)

Antique Cars
Anyone who owns one or more
antique cars,is proud of them
and would like to show them off,
is invited to enter the University
of Missouri-Rolla annual St. Pat
parade Saturday, March 19.
Antique cars participating in
the parade are also eligible to
entered in the Antique Car Show
taking place at 1 p.m. at the
Auto of Yesteryear Museurnm
Rolla the same day.
Registration will take place at
the museum from 9 to 9: 30 a .m.
and entries will be assigned

Rolla's C- James Grimm, Walter T. Schrenk and Bernard
R. Sarchet (left to right) were recently honored at t~
University of Missouri-Rolla as foundtng members of The
. Order of the Golden Shillelagh. This organization is UMR's
major private gifts ciub_ Membership is possible through a
cash gift, a 10-year pledge, an estate gift or a combination of
these totaling $1.0,000 to $15,000. Grim_m is a professor
emeritus of civil engineering, Schrenk is a professor
emeritus of chemical engineering and Sarchet is chairman
of the engineering management department and director of
external affairs for the Rolla cam.pus.

positions in the parade with
begins at 10 a.m. Those entries
not participating in the parade
register for the show from 11: 30
a .m. to 12:45 p.m .
_.
Judging will take place from 1
to 2 p.m. Some 15 trophies and
14 second place ribbons will be
awarded. Entry fees are $5 for
the first car, $4 for the second
car and all others are free.
For further information,
write George Swancutt, Route
1, Box 53, or Autos of
Yesteryear, Rolla, Mo. 65401.

Paul Andrew C:i64.986~1·'
Bill Uding (364.5630 )1
John StOddard (364.9957) ,
Bruce Schaller (364· 9885)
Jim Allen . (364.5186f
Brian KaVanaugh 1364.9885f'·
Dennis Gilliam (34 1·233 1)
Ed Burford (3 64 .9792 >1 John Martine (364·9792)
Dr . Curt Adams _

•
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MEMBER

[ana Leitner-Jones

Ed itor
Business Manager
Advertising Director
Managing Editor
News Editor
Features Edito r
Sports Editor
Photo Ed itor
Circulation Manager
Faculty Advisor

.Ro,iI!j>.'M~

Staff: Katie Kunkel, Linda Ponzer, Karen Downer I Carol Ru'sselJ Jim ,
Hastey, Mark Lester, Dennis Em i ly, Dave Naeger ,. Chuck Staley,
Harry Burford, Larry Harris, Ron Farley, linda _-lost ~ Dave Thor ~ 1
Jerry Smith, Brian Edwards, L . D . Ericson, Alan Benson, Randy .
Cru~alsl Rich UncI<.
Articles and photos for publication in the Miner mllst be in by 9:00.
p.m. on the Monday before printing on Thursday.
.. M~iling Address· Missouri Miner, University of Mo.-Rolla
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)\LEX PIZZA PARLORFEATURES:

• Greek Pizza • Spaghetti
• Salad
• 5% Beer
• Sandwiches
For Delivery Phone 364-2669
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MON.-SUN. 4:00 A.M.-2:00 P.M.
SAT. OPEN FROM 11 :00 A.M.
~hiS year's shillela!lh winners; numbers 1 thru 5. Congratulations Freshman!!
' .

(Photoby H. Burford)

•

e

122 W. 8TH STREET
ROLLA, MO. '

.'•
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: Graduate assistantships are available for science :
:and engineering students, leading to MS and Ph. D.:
: degrees in Chemical and Materials Engineering. +
+The newly formed Materials Research Center at Iowa:
: offers an excellent opportunity in interdisciplinary :
:studies of material behavior. For further information,:
+ write: Professor Sun·Tak Hwang, Division of +
:
Materials Engineering, University of Iowa,
:
Iowa City, Iowa 52242
+
:

.............................

'-9
FRISH
PASTRIES

St. Patr.i ck and His Court t ake time out of their busy schedule for a quick
photograph. They are (back row L· R) John Heidbreder, Bill Nichols, Rex Thurman,
Jim Grelle, Gary Underwood, Alan Jare, George Schubert; Front, Robert Stamer,
Frank Jost, Mark Lekar, Joe Granna.

World
Hunger
BYPATTYKLUG
The United Ministries in
Higher Education·UMR is
proposing to the Board of
Higher Education and Ministry
a program which would attempt
to help curb the world hunger
problem. This program, en·
titled the Christian Technology
Action Project, seeks to ac·
tively involve a group of
carefully selected young
Christians presently being
trained as engineers in a very
worthwhile experience dealing
with the hunger problem of a
Latin American community on
a first-hand basis.
Twelve Christian students
from the Rolla campus who
hav~ demonstrated leadership
potential , "people concern", a
thorough understanding of
science·technology,
and
capability as creative problem
solvers will be selected next fall
to participate in the program.
The students will implement
appropriate technology in the
selected country (probably one
of the Latin American countries
because of its proximity and
needs) using local materials
and involving local people in the
hunger problem solving con·
cept.
Beginning next spring, the
students would receive a course
in Appropriate Technology
which would provide an un·
derstanding of technical
solutions that are appropriate
and morally sensitive to the
people of the community . They
would also receive orientation
lectures relating to the culture,
social traditions and customs,
poli 'cs, and geography of the
country and the region in which
they would be working .
The plan was designed by
Drs. James P. Bosscher, and
Bobby G. Wixson, and
Reverend Clayton L. Smith.
Director of the Wesley Foun·'
dation, works actively in the
service projects of UMHE as an
advisor of Gamma Alpha Delta
which completes nearly sixty
projects annually . He has
recently received an award for
his outstanding efforts.

MON, THRU FRI.
5' A,M. TO 8 P,M,
SAT. ONLY
5 A,M, TO 8 P.M,
SUN . OPEN
5 A.M. TO 8 P.M.

FOSTER'S BAKERY
100 HWY. 63 SOUTH
ROLLA, MISSOURI 65401
PHONE 364·2210
80MPLETE BAKING LINE
CAKE DECORATING

The
challenge.
Hidden in this diagram are the names of
twenty foods or snacks that go great with
a cold Pabst. They !)lay be spelled forwards
or backwards, vertically or horizontally, even

diagonally, but are always in .a straight line.
The first one has been circled to get you
going , Your challenge is to discover and
circle the other nineteen!

WVARJX
BCYPHOTDOG
MDEPCOUANPLF
MAKPIZZAMUOUHT
EROWGONPSVPIDS
YUJDOMECORNCHI PS
THNZAKYFTACOSBAB
XACWCDSIAVERUBGE
SHRIMPRSTHPNRQHI
TTHGSEEHOQRJPBEK
OCELNAGNCHEESETM
ZAYABNRCHXTCWETP
VEUKUUH I FZTGF I
HHRXTBI PTERAQJ
AKPSMPSALAMI
MLNASMKSNA
RHFCJO

When there's a challenge,
quality makes the difference.
We hope you have some fun with the challenge .
There 's another challenge we'd like to offer you, too.
The Pabst challenge:
We welcome the chance to prove the quality of
our beer. We challenge you to taste and compare
Pabst Blue Ribbon to any other premium beer. You'll
like Pabst better. Blue Ribbon quality means the best
tasting beer you can get. Since 1844 it always has.

PABST. Since 1844.The quality has always come through.
Cl1917 PABST BREWING COMPANY MIlwaukee WI5 Pt.·olla Helghls til Newark N J

LO$ Angoles C .. III Pabsl Gl..ootQla

IU3HD'ltdS V'l'ltH SO:!V! 000
l.OH H:!IMON'ltS SdIH:! N HSI~ Sd I H :) Nt;fO:! dV'lU::l H S A3>H::tn! N 3)4:!I H :! .:B3 0 0 88 N UO:!
-dOd 'ltZZld )4'1t31.$ 1::13Dl;tn8V'lVH S13Z1JHd IV\lV1VS 3S33H:J Sd I H:) 0.1V1.0d S H)NV3d : sP00.:l UOPP! H

~
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Don't Miss the

St. Patrick's Day ·Parade
Highlight of the parade will be
12 floats, each with its " Wild,
Wild West" decor. They are:
" Duel at High Noon" by Sigma
Phi Epsilon ; "Western Saloon'"
by Sigma Pi ; "The Jesse James
Gang " by Phi Kappa Theta ;
" Powwow " by Tau Kappa
Epsilon; "Driving the Golden
Spike " by Kappa Alpha ;
w:i~ut H a .m . students start to "Shootout" by Beta Sigma Psi;
paint a green stripe down the "Western Mine" by Delta
middle of Pine Street. Usually, Sigma Phi; " Pony Express' by
their enthusiasm is over- Alpha Epsilon Pi; "Stage
whelming and the stripe winds Coach" by Sigma Tau Gamma ;
up covering a major portion of "Early Joe Miner" by Lambda
the street.
. Chi Alpha; " The Conestoga" by .
Promptly at 9:15 a .m. St. Pat Sigma Nu and the " Queen's
himself begin& the review of his Float" by Pi Kappa Alpha. The
subjects as he and members of queen 's floa t will display the
his court precede the actual queen and all candidates as
parade. According to tradition , western saloon hostesses.
The floats are always colorful
St. Pat makes this journey
riding on a manure spreader. It and usually elaborate conBecause
the
seems a rather strange choice structions.
of transportation for the patron majority of them are designed
saint of engineers, but tradition and built by engineering
students, they generally have
is tradition.
Incidentally, this year - for parts that move or elements
the first time - St. Pat's that perform some function.
An essential part of any
manure spreader is his own.
This particular piece of parade is music. This year ten
equipment has been borrowed visiting bands from Missouri
each year since 1908, . but and one from lllinois will parmanure spreaders are rapidly ticipate. They are : Bourbon
becoming a thing of the past. High &hool Band; the Central
When members of the St. Pat's High School Kilties from
Board ran across a vintage Springfield; Dixon High &hooJ
spreader in lllinois, with a price Band; Fatima High School
that was within the budget, they Band from Westphalia; Helias
purchases it so the old custom High &hool Bandfrom Jefferson
City; Hillcrest Highlanders
could be preserved.
At 10 a.m . the main event is from Springfield; St. Francis
ushered onto the parade route Borgia High &hool Band from
Wentworth
(up Pine Street from 6th to 12th, Washington;
over a block to Rolla Street and Military Academy Band from
back to 6th) by Edwin "Toots" Lexington, Winona High &hool
Shuman, permanent · honorary Band, Wood Junior High &hool
parade marshal. As a student, Band and the Greenville Hillh
&hool Band from Illinois .
Shuman was St. Pat in 1919.
"The Wild, Wild West" is the
theme of 1977 University of
Missouri-Rolla 's St. Pat's
Parade Saturday, March 18,
through·the streets of downtown
Rolla .
Prior to the actual oarllrip "
few traditions are observed that
are pure St. Pat - not Wild, w!ld

Numerous non-float entries
will add variety to the parade.
Students
in
outrageous
costumes will be seen between
the more formal units.

fraternity. Area Shrine groups antique cars will be of interest
will provide clowns (Rolla and to adults and children alike.
Springfield units ), a motor
All in all, it promises to be one
corps from Rolla, whiskey of the best parades in the nearly
barrel cars from Lebanon, the 70-year history of St. Pat's
Hillbilly Patrol from Neosho, Parades in Rolla.
Additional
musical
en - etc. The A&W Bear, Sambo's
tertainment
includes
a Tiger '''Id other wp.l1 -known
Dixieland band and the mar- symbols will be on hanct to
ching kazoos of Triangle delight the children. And man),

-. ...

Miners!
:;,:

Get a Playgirl Shirt
for Your Date

.....

and

... _

· "'(\T~

'(

A Wallace Berry Shirt"
for Yourself
at the

CAMPUS BOOK STORE

Have a Great
St. Pat's

MARCH SALE
Quart For A
A

.' \~ fo. I :, ) I
.::' \~ I

", ~ ~

lr)

All Month
At

.Grellner Sales & Service
1202 N. Bishop Rolla, Mo.

364-8998

Phone (St. James) 265-8829
Rolla, Mo. 65401

R.R. 4, Box 153
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Innnrary Inighls
«n It ~ubbtd
At formal ceremonies Friday,
March 18, at 9 p.m. in the MultiPurpose Building seven faculty,
alumni and friends of the
University of Missouri-Rolla
will be dubbed Honorary
Knights of the Order of St.
Patrick.

was a student at the Missouri
School of Mines (now UMR) and
later when he was a member of
the faculty. She was active in
his career as a practicing field
geologist and developer of
,potash deposits until his death
,in 1936. Fifteen years later she

missionary - servmg three
years as director of an orJ?hanage in the mountains of
Algeria - and has traveled and
worked in Africa, Europe and
Asia.
Father Carlo came to Rolla in
1960 and is rector of Christ
Church Episcopal. In addition
to his regular duties, he is involved in several civic groups
and works with the University.
His UMR activities include
service as an ' adviser to Theta
Chi, conducting seminars on
marriage, work with the People
to People organization (he was
president at one time) and host
of the Cellar Door Coffee Hduse
from 1964 through 1975. He has,

j

spection for the St. Louis music director of Crossville
Ordinance District. During High School in Tennessee.
In 1960, Dr. Oakley became
World War II he joined the U.S.
Navy and served at several the first full-time professional
Bureau of Ordance in: music director ii1 UMR history .
Since that time, the band
stallations. Following his term
program has grown steadily .
in the navy, he joined Nooter'
Corp. and served in various Today there are 240 parcapacities before assuming his ticipants in 10 instrumental
present position as chief groups of musical Miners. The
executive officer and chairman music program includes vocal
groups, basic music and class .
of the board of directors.
courses
and
Dowling has been an active instrument
and loyal alumnus of this in- collaboration with dramatic
stitution. He has served as past and musical productions. In
director and national president addition, Dr. Oakley is active in
of the MSM-UMR Alumni music education programs
Association and is currently throughout Missouri. He directs
national chairman of UMR's annual programs for junior high
Development Council. He was and high school students and

.J

FATHERCARW

DR. DAVID OAKLEY

Recipients of this honor are
Mrs. V.H. McNutt, the Rev.
Joseph W. Carlo, Paul T.
Dowling, Dr. David Oakley,
Russell Perry , Interim Chancellor Jim C. Pogue and Ed A.
Smith .
The ceremonies are part of
UMR's annual St. Pat's
festivities held to honor the
patron saint of engineers since
1908.
Amy Shelton McNutt is a
native of Paris, Mo., and
graduated from William Woods
College in Fulton in 1907 with a
degree in domestic scien'Ce. She
is the widow of V.H. McNutt,
consulting geologist and
discoverer of this nation's only
potash deposits, and Robert E.
Dye, mining engineer.
Mrs. McNutt's association
with this institution began when
she was dating McNutt while he

ED A. SMITH

married Bob Dye,McNutt's
former roommate at MSM.
Mrs. McNutt has established
the Robert E. Dye Scholarship
Fund in mining engineering and
has made the UMR department
of geology and geophysics
recipient of the V.H. McNutt
Foundation funds. Most of the
funds go to students.
The Rev. Joseph W. Carlo is a
native of Cincinnati, Ohio. He
received his B.A. degree from
Baylor University, Waco, Tex.,
and his master of divinity
degree from Berkeley Divinity
School in California. He has
served two terms with the U.S.
Navy - the first as a hospital
corpsman at the time of the '
Normandy invasion during
World War II and later as a
navy chaplain in the Pacific and
Far East. He has been

DR. JIM C. POGUE

RUSSELL PERRY

however,
most active as
friend and counselor to countless UMR students during his
years in Rolla.
Paul T. Dowling is a native St.
Louisan . He received his degree
in metallurgical engineerin"g
from this institution in 1940 and
began his professional career as
an apprentice metallurgist with
Inland Steel Co. He later
worked for Jones and Laughlin
Steel Co., Granite Steel Co. and
as the engineer in charge of
ammunition component in-

PAUL T. DOWLING

MRS. V.H. MCNUTT

awarded an Honorary Doctor of served as guest conductor and
Engineering degree by UMR adjudicator for honors bands
and music festivals.
last December.
Dr. David Oakley was born in
Nashville, Tenn. He received
his B.S. degree in music from
Tennessee Tech, a master of
music education and his doctorate in the same field from
Indiana University. He has also
studied in Germany, at Lebanon
Valley College and at Oklahoma
College of Liberal Arts. Before
coming to UMR, he served with
the Air Force and had been

Russell E . Perry is a Rolla
native. He is owner of Russell's
Town and College ShoRpe
(men's clothing store) which
has been in business in Rolla
since 1965. Perry is a University
of Missouri extension student having attended numerous
courses offered by both the
Rolla and Columbia campuses
during evening hours.
(continued on p.
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M-F 12-8

Sat. 12-6

Reg. 6.98

l.P.'s
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RECORD CLUB! Buy 12, the 13th is on the house. (No time limit)
108 S. Bishop across from Bowles Aquarium)

~~~

c!:[LCJ)U[j1]~~
U[9~~ Forum II

Jolly St. Pat's To All
SPRING SALE
~ STILL IN PROGRESS
Values Galore
Stop In & See Us
Hours: M-S 9-6 Fri. 9-8
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It finally comes down to commitment.
When you don't like a course, it's hard to exceL The class gets
tedious. The texts get boring. The lectures get dr,eaciful. Your work
suffers. And so do your grades.
Compare that with the courses you really believe in.
You care more. You try more. And without even noticing, you just
naturally do better.
.
It's true in school. It's true outside of school.
For example, we believe there's just one way to brew .
Busch beer. The natural way. With natural ingredients.
Natural carbonation. Natural ageing.
We believe that's the best way to brew a beer.
And when you believe in what you're
doing, you just naturally do it better.
Taste a Busch and we think you'll agree.

BUSCH.

When you believe in what you're doing,
you just naturally do it better.

Page 7
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I
Diehl .
. I·

lnights
<continue_d from p. 6)

He is a part president of the
Rolla Area Chamber of Commerce, past vice president of
Rolla's Kiwanis Club, is
currently chairman of the Rolla
Ambassador's group and is a
member of the Rolla Planning
and Zoning Commission .
Through his business, he has
worked with many UMR
students - both as customers
and' as employees. For several
'years he served as an unofficial
adviser for Kappa Alpha
fraternity and was initiated as a
member of that group in 1971.
He later became an official
adviser to the chapter and just
recently was elected commander of the Kappa Alpha
Order of the State of Missouri
by students from all Missouri
chapters. He was named Rolla 's
Outstanding Young Man of the
Year in 1971 by the Rolla
Jaycees and is listed in Outstanding Young Men of
America.
Dr. Jim C. Pogue was born in
Electra, Tex. He received his
B.S. and M.S. degrees in
English from Kansas State
College, Emporia, and his
Ph.D. degree in the same field
from the University of MissouriColumbia. After serving in the
Counter Intelligence Corps of
Ithe U.S. Army , he was a
~eaching assistant in Emporia,
an instructor in English at
Columbia and an assistant
professor of English at Wayne
State College, Wayne, Neb.
He came to UMR as professor
of English in 1964 .- At UMR he
has served as director of the
division of liberal arts, chairman of the humanities
department, acting dean of
faculties and was named
provost and dean of faculties in
December, 1974. He has been
interim chancellor of UMR
since Jan. 1.
Dr . Pogue's field of research
interest is the area of English
Renaissance drama. He is a
member of several honorary
fraternities, a number of
professional associations and
societies and is listed in three
professional
recognition
publications.
Ed A. Smith was born in St.
Louis and grew up on a Missouri
farm. He exhibited an early
interest in geology and the oil
industry and developed that
interest at UMR following his
army service in France during
World War I. Smith has been in
business for himself since 1925.
In 1928 he entered the drilling
and exploration business which
he organized as Service Drilling
Co., Tulsa, Okla., in 1947. He is
still chairman of the board of
that organization.
A member of several
professional groups and civic
organizations in Tulsa, Smith
has long supported his alma
mater. He has been active in the
Tulsa section of the alumni '
association for years. In 1973 he
became national chairman of
the Chancellor's Development
Council and served until that
group was reorganized. He
received a professional degree
from UMR in 1972 and he is,
incidentally , an Honorary Chief
of the Osage Indian Tribe.

I Montgomery I
I·1 Ford Sales II
I
Rolla, Missouri
I
I (The Originator Of I
I The Student Finance I
II Plan In This Area.) II
This plan allows the students upon approved credits
and job, to buy a new car with a minimum down and
payments of $25.00 per month until you are on the lob.
This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has sold
over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating students
this way. See us for all the details. Also you can use
your own insurance or ours.

I
I
I
I
FORD LINCOLN MERCURY
I This allows the graduating students to have a new
I car before he graduates when he really needs it. "This
is a special discount program for students. We will be
I glad to quote you a price on a Ford or Mercury

. _-------------• product."

I
I
I
I

WE'VE TURNED
GREEN AT
UIIIOWI(HU l HAT ARt UTIU Y I N"

MAID-RITE
.lj '.·"". . .
rc.PIQ,,, .. '

D·Q" [ !>!>Otn,t ' S , .. ,

Green Shakes
Green Sodas
Green Sundaes
Starts Thursday

I
I
I

Business Rt. 66 West

COME AND SEE US

I

••
Plain talk
about PROFITS

How hiring you
can cost somebody

$42,168
Whatever America's unemployment
rate, 89.000,000 of us now hold jobs.
That won't mean much when you look
for a job. yourself. You'll have tough
. competition . You're among 18,000,000
more Americans looking for work over
the next ten yea rs. That's how many
new jobs America must create. including yours.
It's going to cost a lot of money.
Before you get a dime of salary, whoever hires you will have to buy tools,
office space, fact ory equipment and
buildings - the things it takes to let you
do your job. The average cost to companies is now $42,168 for each job.
We don't mean you can' t be hired
until your employer finds exac tly
$42,168. You might walk into an existing
job. But don't count on it. Not with
18,000,000 competitors. Some compani es ca n hire you for less than 542,168.
But others - heavy industry, for
instance - need much more. At Amlco,
our cost is now 555,600 a job.
That money must come from
whatever a company has left over after
expenses. In o ther words. from profits.
A company might borrow against future profits to make you a job. But
still . profits pay for jobs because that's
the only source compa ni es have.
If you asked yo ur friends how
much the average U.S. company clears
in profits on each dollar of sales,
chances a re many of the m would guess
25Q: or mo re. The truth is 5Q: or less.
That's not much to put to work to
make new jobs.

FREE--Armco's
plain talk on
how to get a job
We've 'got a free booklet to help you
get a job. Use it to set yourself apart .
above the crowd. We answer 50 key
questions you'll need to know. Like why
you should bone up on compani es you
lik e. Wha t to do afler the first interview. Hints to make you a more aggressive, attractive job candidate. All
prepared for Armco by a consulting
firm specializing in business recruiting.
with help from the placement staff of
a leading university.
Send for your free copy of HolV 10
Gel a Job. Writ e Armco Steel Corporation. Educa ti onal Relations Dept..
General Offices. U-1. Middletown,
Ohio 45043. Our supply is limited. so
write now.

c

Over o ur company's 77-year history,
. Armco has averaged 5Q: profit on each
dollar of sales. We payout part of our
earnings immediately in dividends to
Armco's 100.000 shareholders. So out
of each nickel. we have perhaps 3Q:
left to invest in new jobs.
Building $55,600 jobs-3Q: at a
time-is tough. At this rate, we must
sell a nother $1.850,000 worth of
products' and services to clear enough
money for a single new job. That's
why better profits are important. They
make more jobs. Even Government
jobs. The Government's money comes
from taxes on all of us who work.
Next time some know-it-all sneers
at "money-grubbing business:' ask him
what he'd do without it. He's sneering
at his own job c hances,' and yours.

,

Armco wants 'lour plair'!
talk about profits and jobs
Does o ur message make sense'! We'd
like to know what vou think. Your
personal experien~es. Facts to prove
or disprove our point. Drop us a line.
We'll send you back a more detailed
report on profits and jobs. Our offer of
HoI\' 10 Gel a Job. above, tells you how
to write us. Let us hear from you. We've
all got a stake in more American jobs.

'ARMCO

------_.--.. -\ l------.,--

_ _ .1
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The Powder Puff

Meditation

DELICIOUS MEXICAN FOOD
~l!~~~~~~

Men's & Women 's Hairstyling
100 Highway 72 West
364·5674

Class
The
Association
Reasearch and Enlightenment,
Inc. (A.R.E.), the educational
branch of the Edgar Cayce
Foundation, is offering an intensive 12-hour course on
meditation. It is designed for
the general public as well as for
A.R.E . . and Study Group
members. The content of the
course stresses "How to
Meditate". It focuses on indepth discussions of several
aspects of meditation, including
Purpose,
Experiences ,
Physiology, Preparation, and
Techniques. It is designed so
that upon completion of the
course the participant will :
know how to meditate; experience meditation; understand the
underlying
principles of meditation ;
know how to grow in the practice
of medita tion.

Dining Room - Orders To Go - Open Daily 11 a.m.
Hwy. 63 S. Rolla, Mo. 364-1971 Closed Monday

French Studio & Camera
Extra Film For

St. Pat's Weekend
• 24 Hour Photo Finishing
• Service on Kodacolor II
813 Pine ,

Wesley
Responds
to DiStress
The Wesley Foundation has
said yes to a call for help from
Warren
Chapel
United
Methodist Church near Boonville, Kentucky. In the ten day
period over Easter vacation
some twenty five students and
othet adults will build an addition to this small rural
church. This building will be 24
x 36 feet and serve as a
fellowship hall and four Sunday
School classes for young
families and children . The
present Chapel is an old oneroom sanctuary that has only
one electrical outlet.
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Rolla, Mo.

3644579

Your last 2 years of college
can be your first 2 years of management.
This summer, you can begin 2 years of
management education to complement your

..
.." .

•

college degree program. Then, upon graduation, enter a position of instant management
responsibility. As an officer in the active
Army or Reserves. The Army ROTC
2-year program starts with 6 weeks of
summer training at Fort Knox, Ky. With
pay (over $500).
You'll learn what it takes to be a soldier
- to have your body toughened, your confidence developed .
Do well and you can qualify for Army
ROTC courses in the fall. Do exceptionally
well, and you may be heading back to
college with a two-year full tuition
scholarship.
For the next 2 years, you'll learn what
it takes to be an Army officer. You'll be
challenged both mentally and physically.
You'll get the kind of management experience that will be an asset to you in any
career, military or civilian. You'll receive
an extra $100 a month, up to 20 months.
And when yo u graduate, you'll have
earned your college degree along with the
gold bars of an Army officer.
If you'd like to graduate with 4 years
of college plus 2 years of management,
apply by April 1 for the Army ROTC
2-year program.

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.
To arrange an interview appointment, contact:

PHOflE: 341-4741
Guess Who?

MAJOR HARRIS FLA~AGIN
MILITARY SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
UNI VERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA

MISSOURI MINER
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Wil-I the Real Board Please Stand Up?
BY TERRY L. BRANDT

Shown above is a display of "Green" that has been for sale by the St. ·Pat's Board. Green
parap.hernalia will still be on sale at the parade for those last minute shoppers of you who
need It.
Photo by H. Burford

How it All Got Started
atUMR

By KAREN DOWNER

Why do we have such a big
celebration over st. Pat's? Why
do all the Miners reserve all
their heavy partying for one
obscure weekend in March? To
find the answer, you'll have to
tract the past history all the
way
back
to
Missouri
University (presently known as
UMC or Mizwu) in 1904.
The students of that year

Facts

decided that the time between
Christmas and Spring vacation
was too long . They wanted a
valid excuse to cut classes
sometime in the early spring. So
they named St. Patrick the
patron saint of engineering and
declared a
campus-wide
holiday.
The faculty was in an uproar
and dema nded that some

St. Pat's Concert

This Saturday, March 19, the
Student Union Board presents
Pure Prairie League in concert
at the UMR Multi-Purpose
Building. Doors will open at 7
and the concert will begin at 8
p.m . Those holding advance
tickets purchased during the
previous week will be able · to
enter at the west entrance,
while those wishing to purchase
tickets at show time' will be able
to do so at the east entrance of
the
UMR
Multi-Purpose
Building.
Tickets will be sold for $3 to
students and to the general
public for $5. Student ticket

holders must show a valid UMR
1.0. at the door to the MultiPuroose ~uilding. Two people
.per 1.0. may be admitted. No
1.0. need be shown by those
with general admission tickets.
Again, as always, the Student
Union Board requests your
cooperation and askes that
everyone leaves their liquor and
grass at home. Also, SUB askes
that everyone refrain from
smoking to prevent burning the
wooden floor. The continuation
of a concert program at UMR is
depentlent
upon
your
cooperation . SUB would like to
thank all those who cooperate
with our requests.

evidence be shown to prove St.
Pat's validity. No one knows for
sure what that evicence was:
some say St. Pat drove snakes
out of the coal mines, others say
that he developed a recipe for
Irish Whiskey. After several
night sessions between the
faculty and the students, the
holiday became an official,
annual event .
Four years later, 1908, MU
issued an invitation -to MSM to
send a delegate. The Miners
gathered at Frisco Station and
elected John H. Gowles-to attend
the celebration . They passed a
hat to help pay for his expenses
and raised so much money , they
decided to go ahead and hold
their own party in memory of
good old St. Pat.
A committee was soon appointed to handle the affair . But
since they were reluctant (0
approach the faculty, all the
preparations were kept secret
until the night of March 16. Then the committee posted handbills
and posters urging all students
to cut classes and advising them
of the planned activities.
It is said that no one attended a
class that March 17.
St. Pat himself arrived at
(continued on pa!le 17)

If you were to a~k a "typ~cal "
U.M.R. student what the St.
Pat's Board does he'd probably
say, "Oh , they sell green and
get drunk alot." And he would
be partially right beca use they
do. But the board does a lot
more than most of us realize.
They are totally responsible for
getting the students involved in
St. Pat's Activiti.es. This involvement takes a great deal of
planning, fund raising , and hard
work.
Planning for March 17th
begins ear Iy in the fall semester
when the board establishes
twenty-four
committees
ranging from Ways and Means
to Sweatshirts. The head of each
committee
is
directly
responsible for the activity
from start to finish . An example
of planning and 'how a committee functions, can be seen in
the Float & Parade Committee.
Beginning in the fall semester
all campus organizations are
given the specifications for the
floats, heiglit, weight, and the
theme which the board has
selected . Also approximately
one hundred-fifty bands are
initially contacted and by the
end of the semester any band
whose response was .favorable
is sent a personal letter containing specific information
about the trophies that will be
given, eligibility requirements
and the payment of expenses.
Some time in January the
parade route is planned with the
order of floa t entries and bands
arranged. Dignitaries such as
. the governor of Missouri,
Secretary of State Kirkpatrick,
Miss Missouri, and the
Clydesdales have all appeared
past parades. Judges for floats
and the bands must also be
contacted. In this category the
assistance of Dr. David Oakley
has been recruited, making the
band
cbmpetition
more
professional. In past years the
search for the traditional
manure spreader, St. Patrick's
novel form of transportRtion
began early in the spring
semester, however the board
now owns one.
When all the ingredients to a
good parade are present, the
last element to be added is
timing. To insure that all goes
well, roughly seventy board
reps are on hand, each in
charge of his own parade
section.
Incentive for participation,
such as trophies, cost money .
The board earns most of the
money needed through campus
sales of Benefit movie tickets ,
&~e~Jshirts, garters, buttons
and a host of other green things.
This money along with the funds
solicited from local businesses
is used for the expenses of the
St. Pat's Celebration, not for
personal gain or free beer for
the board reps. There is also a
fifty cents per student account
allocation from the student
activity fee which is used for
printing bulletins and the St.
Pat's Dance at the Armory. The
Board has the largest money

turnover of any campus
organization making strict
accounting procedures important and the treasur~r 's job
a time consuming one .
However, all reps spend a lot of
time working for St . Pat's. The
jr. reps spend a minimum of
five hours a week on campus
sales (with the average being 9
hrs.) and as it gets closer to St.
Pat's the hours increase with
town sales on Saturday, weekly
meetings, and nightly functions.
It seems hard to believe that
with all this work most find time
to participate in other campus
organizations such as A.P.O. ,
SUB, and Theta Tau. Several of
them hold offices in these
ol'ganizations or positions in
their fraternity.
All the board works for a
common goal to make each St.
PaCs a successful one. The
Board's hierarchy ranges from
baby rep to Alumni rep., with
the Jr. and Sr. reps. controlling
the committees and taking the
bulk of the work . Basically,
each year's Jr. reps put on St.
Pat's for their Sr. reps. (those
with '77 on their jacket).
To honor the Sr. Board
member who has contributed
the ' most, tlie title of St. Pat is
given-. He and his court of ten
honorable senior reps perform
in behalf of the Board in such
activities as transporting the
blarney stone .from Jefferson
City to Rolla . This legendary
stone is rumored to be the only
piece of the original in the
United States.
They also play host to visiting
dignitaries and participate in
the
honorary
knighting
ceremonies.
No matter what the "typical"
campus opinion of the board
may be, the city of Rolla seems
.to respect the Board's efforts a
grea~ dew . Even the Chief of
Police wears a St. Pat's Button.
A sizable amount of revenue is
drawn to Rolla over the St.
Pat 's holiday with area
restaurants, motels, and bar
owners profiting. Also a little
extra excitement is a welcomed
change . The Board's town
coordination committee works
in conjunction with the town
council and civic organizations
like
the
Jaycees
and
Ambassadors keeping them
posted on things to come and
attaining a good rapport with
area residents. The town of
Rolla plays an important role in
cOQperating with the Board,
activities such as the town
beard contest and the parade
get a good turn out.
The Board represents the
students to the townspeople and
the
administration .
A
representitive organization
where both Greeks and
Independents cooperate for our
benefit. For that reason alone
we should . appreciate their
effort, if not their methods. It's
pretty safe to say that without
The Board, St. Pat's would be
another day in March, a long
way from the state holiday that
it is today.

Wedne sday, March 16, 1977
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SUPERCIV

I

I

Happy St. Patls

from
RUSS, KENT, BOB ,
'RICK, & GARTH

The Shop With Fun _Clothes
For St. Pat's

Super civ made an appearance on campus this past week In
order to aid the freshme n with his super·st rength in their
task of ridding the campus of snakes.
( Photo by H. Burford )

WE SUPPORT
UMR AND
ST. PAT'S

10% Off All Gre.en Things.

!tu~~rn~

~ottrn a~ (ff/oII~gr ~hop~r
"MEN'S CLOTH ING

. 7 t 3 PINE ST .

EXCLU SIVELY "

ROLLA . MO.

364·23 23

WHERE FRIENDS MEET
TO DINE
MARTIN SPRINGS DRIVE
ROLLA, MISSOURI
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«he JRissouri miner PrEsents

A total of 26 young women have been nominated by organizations at the
University of Missouri-Rolla as cantiidates for St. Pat's Queen of Love and
Beauty. The queen will reign over the St. Pat festivities on the UMR campus
March 18-19.
_
Candidates wHI be interviewed Friday morning, March 18, Members of the Sot.
Pat's Board select the queen and her court.

Coronation of the queen lind her court fakes place Friday ceremonies preceeding the Coronation Ball. Satvrday, March 19, all
will have places of honor on the queen's float In the annual St. Pat's
through downtown Rolla.
.
The St. Pat celebration at UMR has been one of the highlights of the aGadil~~
year since 1908. The 1977 candidates are:

The St. Pat's "Queen of Love and Beauty"
contest in 1977 will be graced by the presence
of Miss Pamela Cress, under the auspices of
the Alpha Iota chapter of Sigma Pi fraternity.
.
Sigma Pi is proud to have elected Miss
Cress to represent them. Pam, a native of
Rolla, is blonde, five foot, seven inches tall,
and has ' eyes of hazel . She is currently a
UMR coed, majoring in English. Pam plays
basketball, football, and has been known to
swim on occasion . At the lovely age of
eighteen, she has no immediate plans for her
career.
The men of Sigma Pi feel confident that
they are giving their support to a candidate
who represents love and beauty to the fullest
extent .

Since the founding of our organi'zatlon we,
the members, of the Association of Married
Students, proudly present Carole Arneson as
our first queen candidate for the 1977 St.
Pat's festivities. Carole, whose home Is'
originally Los Angeles, California came to us
about a year ago from New London, Connecticutt. It was in New London, that Carole
met her husband, Greg, a fellow student here
at U.M. R. Carol is a 1971 graduate of South
High School, Torrance, California and has
received training as a dental assistant. She
is currently employed as a dental assistant
by Dr . Karr at the Forum here in Rolla,
Missouri. Carole, age 23, likes to remain
active by participating in such areas as hand
crafts, cooking speciality foods, and playing
racquetball.

Miss Linda Burkhart, represen'
Campus Club as their candidate for the
St. Pat's Queen, is a freshman at
UniverSity of Missouri·Rolla . Linda is
majoring in History, with the hope of i.
applying her degree towards an M.A
Library Science . She is also working p
time for the History Department in
U.M.R . Archives Library.
Linda, who is originally from I
Orleans , La., is now living in Florissant,
- a suburb of St. Louis. Her favorite
tivities are snow skiing, horseback ric
gymnasitcs. Her hobbies included read
house plants, and taking care of her pet

Thomas Jefferson Hall Association is
proud to present Miss Kathy Gehlert as its
1977 St. Pat's Board Queen Candidate . Kathy
is the daughter of Mr . and Mrs . James F.
Gehlert of St. Louis, Missouri. '
She 'Is present ly .a freshman at the
University of Missouri-Rolla, majoring in
engineering. Her favorite subjects are math
and computer science and she is currently
involved in such extracurricular activities
as the Society of Women Engineers and the
Crescents . She is also on the sports staff of
the Rollamo .
Kathy's hobbies include canoeing,
swimmi'ng, sewing, and dancing.

linda lurkharl
{ ampus {tub

The Brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon are
proud to present Miss Lynn Ratchford as'
their 1977 St. Pat's Queen Candidate. The:
lovely, five-foot · seven-inch brunette is
currently a junior in Business at the
UniverSity of Missoui·Columbia. A few of her
interests include soccer, football, basketball,
racquetball, and cooking. We, the :Tlen of
Tau Kappa Epsilon, feei that Lynn would be
an excellent choice as the next Queen of Love
and Beauty .

The . Brothers of Theta Xi are proud to
present MissElaineKing as our 1977 St. Pat's
Queen Candidate . Elaine, a 19-year -old
brunette from Kansas City, is a sophomore
at the University of Missouri at Kansas .City.
Some of her favorite hobbies include indoor
gardening, drawing, and sewing . .
The Brothers of Theta Xi feel that Elaine's
exceptionally warm and charming personality would make her the ideal choice for
the St. Pat's Queen of Love and Beauty.

Lynn Rah:hford
~au l appa Epsilon

Sigma Phi Epsilon's 1977 Queen of Love
and Beauty is Miss Mary Lapinski of Granite
City, Illinois. This five foot five inch, browneyed brunette is quick to capture the attention of many with her exquisite combination of looks and personality . This
twenty·one year old beauty is currently,
working in St . Louis as a secretary for the
U.S. Dept of Agriculture. She enjoys watching sports , especially sports car racing
and loves music and dancing. We the men of
Sigma Phi Epsilon feel Mary would adorn
the celebration' of St . Patrick's Day 1977.

In the true spirit of St. Pat's the Sistel
Kappa Delta proudly introduce as 1
queen candidate, Carma J. Stone.
A sophomore in Chemical Enginee
here at U.M . R., Carma, from Kansas Cll
extremely active in a wide varietl
campus activities including; S. U. B., S . ~
A.I.C.H.E., A.P.O. and Little Sisters.
Carma's special Interests are snow sk
tennis and canoeing.
With a warm smile and sunny disposi'
we at kLHeel Carma would make a grac
queen.

{anna Stone
Sigma Fhi £psilon

lappa 4hlta
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Participating in the royal festlvltes of the
1977 St. Patrick's celebration, the men of

~
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flflte flJaint &'"at'6 PJJoa..a of Ue
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f)UOniCiI flurfing

Triangle proudly present Veronica "Ronnie" Durling as their queen candidate.
Ronnie, who hails from Houston, Mo. is a
senior in Engineering Management with a
Civil option here at UMR. She has a wide
variety of interests ranging from skydiving
and hiking to music and "Michy Mat". An
'asset to the campus, Ronnie divides her
involvement among such organizations as
Kappa Delta, APO,. SWE, I KA, and M -Club.
Her loyalty, sincerity, and hard working
attitude are reflected in her many activities. Being a veteran of her share of St.
Pat's celebrations, Ronn ie considers it an
honor and a privilege to be part of the St.
Pat's coronation. We at Triangle feel that
she would be a truly pulchritudinous queen.

~riangle

The men of Kappa Sigma are proud to
The brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha are
present Janet Niederstadt as our candidate
proud to present their 1977 St. Pat's Queen
for St. Pat's Queen. Janet is a lovely 21 year
Candidate, Miss Shirley Zackula.
old, currently working as an account.
Shirley is a lovely 20 year old native of
manager in St. Louis. She attended SouthIndependence, Missouri. She is currently
west Missouri State University for two years
employed by Black and Veatch Consulting
where she ma jored in business, excelled at
Engineers in Kansas City and attending
intramurals and was active In campus
night school at Longview Community
organizations. She loves sports and the
College in an effort to attain a degree In
outdoors, especially basketball, tennis, softaccounting . During her free time, she likes.
to sew and when the weather· ir right, water
ball and swimming.
Janet hasn't missed a party weekend In
ski and swim.
the last three years, Her cheerful , energetic
Because of her attendance of the last three
personality adds life and fun to our parties.
celebrations in Rolla. Shirley knows what St.
Janet makes friends easily and is close to
Pat's means to all the people of Rolla.
all of us at Kappa Sig. We feel her good looks
,n!
Therefore Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
and outgoing personality make her a prime
mt
1
believes that she is the ideal candidate for
~
candidate for St. Pat's Queen.
Jl
the Queen of Love and Beauty.
-Lambda {hi
ha
==~~~--------------~--~-----------------------------------~----

JiIntI

Shirltn la.clt.uta

dtrSliI
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The brothers of Sigma Nu are proud to
present, as their 1977 St. Pat's Queen candidate, Miss Peggy McNellis. Born and
raised in Independence, Missouri, Peggy
attended O'Hara high school. She is
currently attending Avila college, working
for a degree in nursing. Working her way
through college as a model arid sales person
has given Peggy the unique qualities of
grace and beauty. To keep in shape and stay
active, Peggy enjoys swimming, bicycling,
and gymnastics. With Peggy's warm way of
making friends the men of Sigma Nu are
sure she'll be one of the best St . Pat's queens
ever.

The brothers of the M.S .M. cha·p ter of
Acacia are proud to announce Miss Marilyn
Connelly as our 1977 St . Pat's Queen candidate. Miss Connelly is 19 years of age and
is currently attending the University of Mo.
at Columbia . .Her hobbies include motocycle
riding, sketcliing and she has expressed a
desire to travel. Marilyn has also donated
many hours to the rehabilitation of mentally
handicapped children at Y.A. R.C. in St.
Louis. The brothers of Acacia feel that
Marilyn will make a fine St . Pat's Queen
candidate.

~nitiI Itnschop
fi Jtappa -Alpha

The men of Alpha Epsilon Pi are proud to
announce Miss Dawn Millfelt as our 1977 St.
Pat's queen candidate . Miss Milifeit Is
presently a senior at Pattonville high school
in St. Louis County, Mo. Dawn is an outdoors
person, she enjoys water skiing and
swimming among various other outdoor
activities. She now works as a secretary for
a St. Louis firm and after grijduatlon this
June plans to continue. We feel that Dawn
will represent the Spirit of St. Pat's with
grace and honor and are proud to have her
on our queen candidate.

JRarilyn {onnt11y

J)iImn JRillftlt

~hada

-Alpha Epsilon fi

The Brothers of Phi Kappa Theta are
proud to present Miss Pat Lueddecke as
their choice for St. Pat s Queen of Love and
Beauty.
Pat is 5'8" tall, has brown hair and blue
eyes. She is currently a junior at the
University of Mo. - Columbia majoring in
park and recreation.
Pat's hobbies evolve around the outdoors.
Water skiing, swimming, t~nnls and gymnastics are a few of her favorites .
We feel that Pat would make an excellent
Queen for the 1977 St . Pat's Celebration .

The Brothers of PI Kappa Phi are proud fo
present Miss Barbara Mabury as their St.
Pat's Queen Candidate. Barbara Is currently '
a sophomore at the Univerlsty of Mo. - St. 1
Louis majoring In Special Education. When
she is not at school Barbara can be found
working as a secretary for a St. Louis firm.
Her main hobby is drawing abstract art.
Barbara's other interests Include her fiance
music, and reading . Because of Barbara's
special charm and per·sonality the Brothers
of Pi Kappa Phi feel she would make an
excellent Queen of St. Pat's.

larbariI JRabury
fhi Jlappa

~heta

The Brothers of Pi Kappa Mpha are proud
to present Anita Benschop as their 1977 St.
Pat's queen candidate. Anita, a 5'8" blonde,
hails from Manchester, Mo. She is currently
a freshman here at Rolla, majoring in
Mechanical Engineering design. Along with
her studies she keeps busy with her work on
beginning a third national sorority on
campus, being a Pi KA Little Sister, and
attending as many of the parties around
UMR that she can.
Other hobbies include basketball,
swimming, water skiing, and sailing . With
these qualifications, we feel Anita will make
a wonderful choice for St. Pat's queen .

fi Jlappa fhi
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St . Pat himself would be proud to .have
Karen Sue Avery for a queen, and the 550
'members of the Resident Hall Association:
are honored to present as their candidate
. this outstanding freshman from Vienna,
Virginia . At 18, Karen's activities reflect her
maturity and personal beauty . In one short
semester at UMR , she has involved herself
with th e RHA social committee, Wesley
Foundation, and KMFA Radio, where her
charm is put to good advantage as both a
disc jockey and advertising chairman.

lBidnty
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The daughter of Mr . and Mrs. B.R . Avery,
Karen was a popular student at Belton High
School in Belton, Mo., where her peers
. recognized ' her wit and grace. Happy only
when she is busy, she filled her days with
leadership roles in such activities as Honor
Society, Thespians, pompom squad, and
student council.
The world outside Rolla might not think
math education is a very exciting major, but
we at R HA are convinced that even the
honorable St. Patrick would enjoy learning a
few facts and figures from Karen!

The Brothers of Deita Tau Delta are happy
to present as their candidate for St . Pat's
Queen of the Love and Beauty, Widney
Walker. Widney is a five foot ten inch blueeyed blonde from Herrin, III. She enjoys a
variety of sports and is an honor student at
Herrin High School where she is a senior
student . Her favorite sports include water
skiing, swimming', golf, and softball. In her
spare time Widney enjoys collecting coins
and macremeing wall hanainas .
The men of Delta Tau Delta believe that
'Widney Walker is a qualified and excellent
choice for St. Pat's Queen of Love and
Beauty.

lartn ~Utry
fULfi.

The brothers of Delta Sigma Phi
Fraternity are proud and honored to present
Miss Laurie Travers as their St. Patrick's
queen candidate.
Laurie is of the age of nineteen. She is a
graduate of St . Josephs Academy and is soon
to start in the St. John X-ray technician
program. With a blarney name, whiskey
brown hair, and the touch of the shamrock to
her eyes, she has all the beauty and charm to
make her the most likely choice for this
years St. Pat's Queen .
From all of us at Delta Sig, "The luck 0'
the Irish to yea".

Lanrit {rautrs
IJ etta §igma Fhi

Ihtta ~au lJetta
Eta Chapter of Beta Sigma Psi is proud to
present Miss Corinne Kay Fiehler as their
candidate for Queen of the 1977 St. Patrick's
day celebration.
Standing 5'6", Corinne is a lovely 19 year
old blonde from south St. Louis county. She Is
presently a sophomore at the University of
Missouri-Columbia where she Is majoring In
physical education.
A few of Corinne's interests Include
cooking, working with plants, and sports.
She is also a member of Mlzzou's field
'hockey team, as well as a Beta Sig Little
Sister on that campus.
Her warm smile and charming personality
would make her an excellent choice for the
1\177 St. Pat's Queen .

The Brothers of Kappa Alpha take great
pride in announcing their Queen Candidate
for St . Pat's, 1977, Miss Jeanne Elizabeth
Dunn . The attractive five foot-eight inch
blue-eyed UMR freshman is undoubtedly a
force to be reckoned with in this year's St.
Pat's Queen balloting. ShE1 is a Civil
Engineering major,active in many campus
organizations as well as the Little Sisters
Organization, The Daughter of Lee. A St.
Louis native, she graduated from Parkway
Central in December, 1975, before enrolling
in modeling school for a semester. The
Brothers of Kappa Alpha feel that Jeanne's
charm and poise would complement any
'saint's court.

{urinnt Fithltr
Ida §inma Jlsi

Jand tethtr

The brothers of Sigma Tau Gamma
Fraternity are proud to present their elected
1977 St . Pat's queen candidate, Ms . Janet
Marie Weber.
Jan, a lovely 20 year old from Hazelwood,
Missouri, is currently employed by the
Venture division of May Department Stores,
in their Accoun'ts Payable department. She
is five feet, seven inches tall with blonde hair
and blue eyes. Her hobbies include Softball,
Camping, Crocheting, Ceramics and
Cycling .
Ms. Weber is a 1974 graduate of Hazelwood
High School and is pinned to brother Dan
Duncan, I II, a Mining Engineering major
here at UMR. We feel that with her qualities
she would make an excellent queen for this
year's St . Pat's .

lathlttn Instnhantr
iULI_

§igma ~au iiamma
Miss Sa ndra Day, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald J. Day, alumni of M.S.M.,
Rockford, 111., is Zeta Tau Alpha's choice for
1977 St. Pat's Queen of love and beauty.
Sandy has done very well academically,
having graduated in the top 10 per cent of her
class at Guilford High School, 1975, and
having continued this standing here at UMR
in Management . Miss Day also takes an
active role in UMR student organizations
and committees, including Zeta Tau Alpha,
Gamma Alpha Delta Service Fraternity,
Beta Sigma Psi Little Sisters, where she is
presently
preSident,
Student
Body
Representative on EEO-AA Advisory, and
Affirmative Action Advisory CommitteeEqual Employment Opportunity Committee ..
Because of the active role she takes in her
community and her well rounded interests,
Zeta Tau Alpha feels Sandy is an excellent
choice for St. Pat's Escort .

G . D. I. is proud to present Kathy
Rosenhauer as the St. Pat's Queen Candidate for 1977. Kathy is a 21 year old Jr. at
the University of Missouri-St. Louis
in Biology and Secondary Education.
Kathy is 5 feet 8 inches tall with baby blue
eyes and sandy blond hair. Her hobbies
include outdoor activities such as swimming, camping and biking . Kathy also enjoys reading and cooking.
Even though Kathy hails from south St.
Louis County she is familar with UMR's
party weekends . She hasn't missed the past
three St . Pat's. The Independents feel with
Kathy's beauty and warm personality she is
~the ideal candidate for St . Pat's Queen.

Sandra lay
leta -«au fllpha

The members of Tech -Engine Club
proudly present Miss Teresa Lynn Witte as
their candidate for St. Pat's Queen of 1977.
Teresa was born and raised in Festus,
Missouri. She is currently a senior at Southwest Missouri State University and will be
graduating this Spring with a Bachelor of
Science degree in Office Administration Business Education. Teresa's hobbies including showing registered quarter horses,
swimming, flying, and modeling. In 1975,
Teresa held the title of Miss Jefferson
County Rodeo Queen and she competed for
the title of Miss Rodeo U.S.A. 1976, in Tulsa,
Oklahoma for the International - Rodeo
Association. Teresa has traveled throughout
the United States and several foreign
countries in Central America and Europe.
While in Europe, she had the opportunity to
study German and European Culture at the
University of Salzburg, Austria .

{eresa miUe
~e[h.tngine
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KMNR

phil frank

140 FOUNDS..
SI'\!N AND BONES..
EAr E'JERYTI-m'JG

GROUNDWA VES

YOU 'RE SERVED

MR- SMARTYPANfS!

Phi

Unbeknownst to myself, the
Miner will be out this week as
usual, except on Wednesday,
therefore, a Groundwaves is
required to remind you that
KMNR will be broadcasting, in
part several of the activities
during St. Pat's . There will be
five minutes of remote
broadcast per hour from the
~1'heta Tau Casino ' Night on
Wednesday, from the St. Pat's
Extravaganza on Thursday,
and from the St. Pat's Games on
Friday. The St. Pat's Parade on
Saturday will be broadcast in its
entirety from 9 a .m . until 12
noon. So stay tuned to 89.7 to be
everywhere at once, if you can't
make it yourself.

KMNR will go to party
weekend
programming
beginning at 6 p.m . on Wednesday, and you'll not only hear
the regular jocks at various
times, but some of the KMNR
alumni will come out of
retirement to play radio for you.
We'll be on 24 hours a day for
the duration , and that means
you can tune in and boogie at·
any time . Aren't party
weekends fun?
I won't ramble on too awfully
much this time, considering
that by the time you pick this

LO~e,

up , your party weekend
programming will ' probably be
in full swing , and you won't
want to (be able ' to? ) plow
through the usual morass of
verbiage. But I just couldn't
leave without reminding you
that the KMNR Greaseball will
be Thursday night, from 8 'till
Midnite in the Centennial
Hall ,and its absolutely FREE,
FREE, FREE ! So alright
already, enough . I'll see you all
on Thursday night. Have a far
out St. Pat's .

MOTI1ER

The Starship Trooper

KMNR Special Progr8mming for Mar. 20 thru Mar. 26
Sunday - Cosmic Connections "Hubert Laws"

0'

Well, this time I am at a
complete loss for ideas.
However, not words, and so,
once again we begin anew.
Groundwaves is being rushed to
you under considerable duress
from a guilty conscience for
procrastination above and
beyond the call of decadence for
the umpteenth time. In other
words, the same as usual, shall
we proceed?

Monday - Backtracks "Brewer & Shipley"
Tuesday - Flipped Bad Company - "Burning Sky"

Remember
When

Wednesday - Alfredo Schwartz: Allman Brothers Band
Flipped: Justin Hayward - "Songwriter"
Thursday - Flipped: Foreigner - "Foreigner"
Friday - Sidetracks: Whitewitch --'- "Whitewitch"

BY BRIAN W. KAVANAUGH

WAI;MART
SUPPORTS ST. PAT'S
Jaycee B-B-Q
Sat., March 19th
11 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Wal-Mart Parking Lot

FILM
DEVELOPING SPECIALS
3 DAYS ONLY

is

I ~----·Wal-Mart Coupon - - - - - . .,

II

SOC off II

I
I

developing &
printing
COLOR PRINT
FILM

ONE ROLL
\ PER COUPON

VOID AFTER
MARCH 19, 1977

I

I.

I

II
I

J

Hwy. 63 S.
Rolla, Mo.
Open 9-9
~----------------~

I

Over the past semesfer Rolla
has been as jumping as it ever
was. For Rolla , that is. To
remind those of you who have
been here and enjoyed it, to
acquaint those of you who do not
spend all your precious time
here, and to bug those of you
who
would
rather
not
remember , we present to you
this recap of all the events that
probably aren 't worth noting.
But we will note them anyway.
The fall semester came into
being with a new addition on
campus - Thomas Jefferson
Residence Hall . Formerly a
private dormitory until the
early seventies, its 'use was
discontinued after it was
declared unsafe to live in. After
spending much money to
recondition it, the. University
bought it to house some five
hundred plus men and women
students. And they're still short
of space.
Though Rolla boasts the quiet
and peace of a small town atmosphere, disaster struck this
year in the form of an attempted rape at a womeri 's
residence hall . Luckily no
repeat performances were
tried.
On a scholastic note, it was
found that UMR ranked seventh
in the country in the number of
B.S. degrees given in 1975.
Which only goes to show
engineers were still in demand.
A group of professors here on
campus were discovered in
some perhaps not-so-kosher
practices concerning their
private corporation and restitution to the University was
demanded.
Homecoming was once again
a special event here at VMR, as
the Dirt Band appeared in
concert and the school experienced its first black
Homecoming Queen in its
history during a process
referred to as "coming out o(

the dark ages" .
The big stink about the swine
flu vaccine extended over to
Rolla this past fall. Everyone
was wondering if they should
get it. Was it dangerous?
Damned if you do, and damned
if you .don 't o
.
Celebrities abounded here on
campus, not the least of which
was then - Governor Kit Bond as
he addressed the Missouri
Energy Conference held here in
Rolla.
The students (at least some of
them ) were given something
more to raise a fuss about when
some taverns and organizations
began implementing the ever
popular Wet Tee Shirt Contests
in order to attract business. But
someone must like them else
there would be no spectators,
and especially no contestants.
The Chancellor of the
University resigned his position
here and accepted a job with,
apparently, more opportunities.
Christmas party weekend
was its usual festive event with
many fraternities decorating
their houses .
There was the big Superciv
controversy. Who had rights to
the super-hero we all knew and
loved? The question, even now,
has not been properly resolved.
Auxiliary Enterprises , the
outfit that runs the profit
making centers of the
university such as the cafeteria ,
has been the butt of many a
complaint lodged by the
students toward the director,
Jess Zink. In fact, it is fast
becoming epidemic proportions.
Among other events spicing
up the life of your average Joe
Miner were: Two blood drives ;
Engineers Week;
Coffee
houses; SUB Concerts ; the
famous import - local controversy ; and Balloon rides.
It's definitely been one of
those years.
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Independents vs. Greeks-----~
If\----Basketball---;-----{/)
Challenge

departed patron Saint Patrick,
your feeble desires of glory
shall be vanquished, finally and
forever, on the hallowed court
of the world-reknowned three
story· Miner erection.
If ye be anything but spineless
and impotent jellyfish, ye shall
show your sloping foreheads to
the light of day and meet your
fate upon the field of battle.
'

your unskilled basketball
players.
Mterwards, let us retire to
Lion's Club Park to party in the
great Greek style.

Your day of doom has drawn
nigh . From the depths of the
devil ye came, and to them ye
shall return. Ye have attempted, in you brainless, incompetent and incoherent
manner to discredit the brave,
fearless and fearsome warriors
Be it known that on the
who so ably represent the
twenty-second day of March, in
mighty
hordes
of
the
the year of Our Lord, Nineteen
Independents.
Hundred and Seventy-Seven at
Your day in the sun has set.
the hour of 7:00p.m., there shall
This year past, we, the gracious
be held a contest of basketball
and humble warriors who of the
We, the mighty Greeks of between the Independents and
Independents did deign to have UMR,laughingly respond to the the Greeks, each group shall
pity upon your fungu-ridden, lowly Independents pitiful select the best of their
slimy existence. However, this challenge. You dormies ap- Intramural players to represent
condescension has been of- parently are gluttons for them . All proceeds from this
ficially revolked by the all- punishment, because punish- contest shall go to Theta Tau's
mighty Council of Indepen- ment is what you surely will Ugly Man . The victors shall be
dents .
receive if you attempt to play us proclaimed as the dominating
Upon the twenty-second day in basketball .
. team for the year of 1977. The
of March, a mere two days
Let the game be played at the event is being organized by the

Answer

Rechallenge

C·

College

(

Med ia

r

Services
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Box 9411 Berkeley, Co 94 709
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STATEMENTOF POLICY
The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the opinions or policies of the Missouri
Miner. The ediletters section is the sanctuary of the
general public. All letters submitted will, as in the
past, printed in the unaltered and original form when
space in this newspaper permits. .

Ed . Note:
Recently, the MINER has been receiving ,
numerous letters from people either unsigned, or bear:ing
a fictitious name. In order for a letter to be submitted for
printing, legitimate .signatures ,must be on all letters.

He's Hacked Off
Sir:
I'm hacked off! I have submitted a poem to your
newspaper on two occassions in
the last 6 weeks . I have also
written you a letter about
apathy. Neither of these items
has appeared in the paper. In
fact, you claimed that no letters
to ' the editor were submitted
other than one from Mr. Joel
Kramme which you published
If my poem is not printed I
would like the return of both
copies. I expressed this feeling
at the time of the second submission . I would also like an
explanation of the incident of
my letter to the editor.
I would also like to mention

that the comments which ac ..
company your "Poet's Corner"
have the appearance of being
written by a vacuous imbecile
who doesn't . know metre from
meter or rhyme from rind.
Sincerely,
John M. May
603 Olive
Rolla, Mo ., 65401
St. no. 33441

Editor's reply: The editor
regrets that Mr . May feels
he has been slig-hted.
However, we reserve the
right to hold all copy
received until it is deemed
appropriate to print it.

rf J:1 :1< G- .1\ .S II {} U ~ :f
HONORS ST. PATS DAY
WITH A SUPER SPECIAL

PRIME RIB
$13.95 C~~~LE
THURSDAY, MARCH 17
RESERVATIONS ONLY
THEN ADD THE FINISHING
TOUCHES TO A GREAT EVENING WITH

DISCO

_k,.d """"t,d to 00' d.".

m,"

sOsfsstsh~et

to ...t wUh ",d,,,,,doo"sastshslestsess
,.d Ib, G,oo".

Rolla Craft & Hobby
Welcomes st. Pat

1009A Pine (lIth & Pine)

fie

509

364·5581

.~

- Liquor Store . S.U.B.
116 w. 8th Rolla, Mo. 364-6131
"The luck of the Irish to all
The Miners"

__

c;,t:~c~ ~135

$1
49
Miller _________ .
$308
Bush _________ _
8 Pack 7 Oz.

12 Pack 12 Oz.

Free Parking In Rear

Awards
The Student Union Board, in
an effort to recognize the
contributions of its committee
members, has started a new
award. This award is given
each month to the person who
gives beyond the norm for his or
her committee.
Often during the course of the
year the S.U.B. will sponsor an
event and an entire committee
will spend weeks planning it. No
matter if the event is success or
a failure it is generally the
committee director that gets
the recognition for the event.
This new award is intended to
recognize people who have done
the behind the scenes work.
For the month of January the
S.U.B. Committee Member of
the Month is Brian Craig. Brian
has been working with the
Special Events Committee and
was directly responsible for a
large portion of the prizes at the
S.U .B. Casino Night. Although it
was a thankless job, Brian went
out and knocked on doors and
compiled a large list of
donators.
Two years ago the S.U.B had
no Outdoor Recreation Committee, but today the Committee Member of the Month for '
March comes from that committee in the person of Mike
Bryant. Much of the work that
has been done to get the
S.U.B.'s canoe rentals off the
ground has been done by Mike.
He has also been a large help in
the organization of the committee.
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Shissss, Shissss, Hi, I'm
Irving the official St. Pat's
snake. I was voted outstanding
initiate snake last year-that is I
successfully evaded. all fresh,-. men carrying shillelaghs, and
thus earned the honor of being
the official St. Pat's snake.
This may not seem like a big
deal to you, but it means I won't
be 'Out on the campus of UMR
this year risking my skin.
Instead I will be ordering all
other faithfull snakes to campus
to be a part of the annual St.
Pat's celebration.
The purpose of this whole
bizarre chain of events is to
honor the partron saint of

By Irving
special reporter to the Miner
Engineers, which is St. Patrick.
Though no one knows for sure
how he was picked, us snakes
have our theory-you see, he
conducted the first worm drive.
Well, I have to go now. The
Irish Mafia is coming to ask
for new recruits, it seems that
a lot of Freshman are using
more imagination in their
approach' to killing snakes.
More than' one faithful snake
has met the ax. At this rate;
there will not be enough snakes
to last till the end of this busy
season.
Bye for now, maybe next year
will be slower and easier on us
snakes.

Nostalgia St. Patrick's Pa~ Weekend
The celebration of St. Pat's Party Weekend has changed much,
yet stayed much the same also in past years. Here are some
examples of the Green festivities from years ago:

10 ~~ars· Ago
This year there was a large
parade with 13 floats. Phi
Kappa Thetl! won first place
with their $500 creation - It's a
Mad · Mad World. Alice back
then was just a small tub. A,fter
the knighting ceremony, there
was an open air dance in the
Parker Hall parking lot.

50 Years Ago
St. Pat's officially began the
Sunday before the feast day,
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with all the freshman gathering
five shillelaghs each. Then, all
the campus came tQ Parker
Hall to get one to arm themselves against the snakes. When
St. Pat arrived on Friday, he
was greeted by his faithful
followers, the seniors. One of his
most important duties' was his
speech. Friday night was the
Masquerade Ball. There was a
small parade, not very many
campus organizations entered a
float.

ED
• • •

ED
Got Started

(continued from page 10)

Frisco Depot and was met by a
crowd of 200 students. He led
them to Norwood Hall where he
delivered a speech from the
steps . While he was speaking, a
man came forward with a large
moss-covered rock which
seemed to have some strange
markings carved into the stone .
St.Pat promptly began to
translate this - it was a royal
document bestowing St. Pat
with degrees in Civil and Mining
Engineering. Since then, ST.
Pat has been honored with
many other degrees, including
membership in Theta Tau
Omega - truly proving that he
is an engineer. Afterward, st.
Pat inducted hard-working
seniors into the The Mystic
Order of Knights. Then a beer
bust was held for the rest of the
day.
The holiday was very successful, and it was decided that
the junior class would take over
the preparations for the
following year.
As the years went by, the St.
Pat's Party Weekend grew in
popularity. More events were

scheduled to add to the
celebration. The first Queen of
Love and Beauty was elected in
1915. Her name was Miss Helen
Baysinger and she was a
student at Rolla High School.
Some former queens have included a typist from the
Registrar's Office and a
married coed. In 1916, the first
Masked Ball was held at
Jackling Gym. This dance has
since . evolved into the
Coronation Dance we know
today.
. An imporatnt change occurred in the winter of 1930
when the Senior CouncfI
proposed the St. Pat's Board.
The council notiCed that the
Junior Class Management of
the weekend was inefficient,
many years they lost money,
and the 1930-1931 Jimiors had
not even begun any moneymaking projected . The BOl!rd
that was suggested would take
care of all the finances and
plans. A detailed description
was published in the Miner the
week before the student vote.
And, on Thursday, Dec. 11, 1930,
the Board became a reality by a
3 to 1 majority.
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The Origin of
Alice
"Alice" - the name sounds so
innocent. One would never
suspect what this means to
Miners unless he's experienced
a recent St. Pat's (recent with
respect to the history of St.
Pat's in Rolla).
No one really knows who
started it or when the tradition
of knighting student knights by
throwing them into Alice
started. However, there is
evidence that she wasn't as
large as she now is. In the 1964
Rollamo, there is a picture
showing Alice as only a bucket,
and to be knighted required just.
the knight's head being dunked
in. The size has increased since
then into the 6' x 4' x 3' vat it is
this year.
However, there exists considerable honor for these
student knights. Not that they
like getting thrown in, but to be
knighted by St. Pat in front of
the whole crowd assembled at
the stadium gains them honor.
The event this year wjll take
place on Saturday afternoon,
March 19, at Jackling Field.
Fraternities and some dormitory kitchens have been
saving up the grossest, most
foul -smelling materials in
barrels to be collected that
Wednesday night. There is
much speculation as to what
goes in Alice~ and the consensus
is this ': it is a mixture of the
worst things 'you could possibly
think of, and then some. If you
really want to know just what
makes up Alice, and if you have
the stomach and guts, read the
following poem describing
Alice:

That Miners do use ev'ry St.
Pat's:
Rotten beans and moldy bread,
With odor enough to wake the
dead.
Slimy gravy, oozing tomatoes,
:Toppeaover with hardened mash
Potatoes.
Rubber 'meatballs and bricklike cake,
That a freshman used to kill a
snake.
The carcass of ' horse, with
maggots set in,
And the legs and bones of its
nearest of kin.
It's even rumored two dead
skunks were thrown in,
Plus some sewer backup and
decaying graves (so it doesn't
rhyme?)
Homeless snails and homeless
turtlesOne of grandma's worn~ut
girdles.
Squished squids and scrunched
squash,
Salted slugs, sour spaghetti
sauce.
Twinkies two years past the
overdue date.
Some old bacon once used for
catfish bait.
Insects scraped off of car's
radiators,
Poisoned fish found in dead
alligators.
Old hair pies with a thin, flaky
crust,
Mixed in with black scrambled
eggs - a must.
Cottage cheese that is yellow
with age,

By.ED LATIMER

washed socks.
And even some bits of shredded
spaghetti,
Chopped 'Up so fine it resembles
confetti.
Rock-hard biscuits that are
baked so fine,
Its digestion once killed a good
friend of mine.
A missing knight from nineteen
fifty-five,
Still in Alice, and still thought
alive.
One cockroach cluster, two
crunchy frogs,
One hundred decayed fish from
Missouri bogs.
Month-old
noodles
that
resemble tapeworms,
Alumni ashes recovered from
urns.
Elephant waste with mice
mixed in,
Put in the blender and sent for a
spin.
Grapefruit rinds unfit to eat,
YelTow lumps of bad cream of
wheat.
The spi'ttings from ten bags of
tobacco chew,
The settlings of Jed Clampet's
best-distilled brew.
Remnants from TJ's mushroom
soups,
_
Jellow that doesn't quiver but
droops.
Hash used for mortar, a bag full
'of fish heads,
Some yellow pudding the
morgue declared dead.
Slimy green spinach, three
years ago ripe, a dozen hard
donuts that fixed a bad pipe.
Some rotten veal-Wod give

this next one His blessing),
Year-old handkerchiefs that A pot of diseased blue cheese
salad dressing .
. have turned beige.
Boil, Boil, Toil and Trouble,
Septic tank waste, recycled
Fire Burn and Caldron Bubble.
twice.
Last but not least to enter that
It's called "Green Goo," or Snow-covered . cowpods, with
vat,
"Alice" by name,
two bags of lice.
Two thousand pounds of the
And of its stench there is much Ham that has long since turned
worst-smelling grease trap.
fame.
into leather,
It's all mixed together and '
But what goes in that big Green Beer that's too long been exstirred with a stick
Vat,
posed to the weather.
(The stick always breaks for the
Sour milk and cow cud and
goo is too thick).
soggy manure That combo's sickness for And to Jackling Field tne green
which there's no cure .
goo is sent,
Thousands of drop slips and add The anxious crowd gathers,
awaiting the event.
slips - course changes;
And other gross things that But oh when the wind the wrong
The Reps Got to work right
way doth blow,
UMR deranges.
away. The first benefit movie
The spectators gag - rightfully
was held on Jan. 21 of the new A St. Pat's Board coat after
so!!
semester - "The Passion
initiationFlower." the Board also held a The smell of that thing will
EUROPE via Pan Am 707
bridge party and several rafcause some sensation!!
Less than '/2 Economy Fare
fles . (This was obviously before McDonald's special sauce
• Call collect (6-9 pm) (314) 994•
7744
Dr see your travel agent
the popular "wearing of the
but that's not all • 60,day advance payment.
green") The Board proved their
• required U niTravel Charters ~
worth by clearing $600 that Some refrozen ice cream
year . It exceeded all exonce white now turned blue,
pectations and laid the foun- The scrapings off of the bird's
dation
for
the
future
best-liked statue.
FAULKNER'S Bl:v.
celebratons. The Board has Old french fry grease - used
been acti ve .every year since
once too often,
& MINI MART
then except for 1942-45 when the A dean's black list that was
only parties were private
found in his coffin.
1808 N. BishoD
fraternity functions.
Two pounds of rat poison, three
Rolla , Missouri 65401
pigeon's toes,
Petrified
corn
cobs,
recycled
Of course, there are still
-Coldest Beer In Town I
sloppy joe's.
many unanswered questions
-Sebastian Wines
about certain facts. Who Enough grease to costume the
thought of . Alice? What year
K-Miner Grease Ball.
-Reg, Gas 53.9
were cudgels introduced? When Old faded underwear, month~ld
was the first parade? How did
sweaty jocks,
364-6762
the custom with the manure Dr . Scholl's footpads and never
spreader originate'? Why not st.
Basil? No one may never know
Free Lessons Uall}
the answers to these mysteries,
Mon.-Sat.
so the best thing to do is just
10,00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m .
enjoy the weekend and be
thankful ..that our predecessors
were so wise as to create this
7th & Rolla 341·2442
weekend.
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SatUrday afternoon, March
19, students representing 26
organizations at the University
of Missouri-Rolla will be dubbed
Knights of St. Patrick in
ceremonies dating as far back
as 1908.
JEFF WELZBACHER
PI Kappa Alpha
Jeffrey Dean Welzbacher is
Pi Kappa Alpha's St. Pat's
Knight for 1977. Jeff is a senior
majoring
in
Mining
Engineering and is currently
holding the office of VicePresident of the Interfraternity
Council.
His list of past accomplishments include: VicePresident and Secretary of Pi
Kappa Alpha Social Fraternity;
Secretary of Alpha Phi Omega
Service Fraternity ; Letterman
in Varsity Baseball; and
memberships in M-Club,
Student Union Board, American
Institute of Mining Engineers,
Newman, and Fellowship of
Christian Athletes.
Jeff has a cumulative grade
point average of 2.53 and plans
on receiving his degree in
December of this year.

MISSOURI MINER

According to tradijion St. Pat
is the patron saint of engineers.
At UMR, which stresses
engineering education, St. Pat's
day is an extended celebration
each year. Festivities include
games, ceremonies, a city-wid~ .

parede, dances and concerts.
One of the rites observed each
year is the initiation of students
into the Order of St. Pat's
Knights. In earlier days when
enrollment was smaller, every
senior was dubbed a knight.

court of Saint Pat.
Brother Molina will graduate
this May with a degree in
William K. Miehe is Beta Mining Engineering . He was a
Sigma Psi's St. Pat's Knight for varsity swimmer in his first two
1977. Bill is currently a years at UMR. Larry has also
graduate student majoring in been active in several 'inEngineering Mechanics and is tramural sports -and was named
an instructor in that depart- All-IFC defensive end during
ment.
the 1975 season.
Among his list of past acSME, and Alpha Chi Sigma
'complishments are: 1st Vice- are just a few of the many
President, Treasurer, and campus organizations of which
Secretary of Beta Sigma Psi; Larry has been an active
President, Vice-President, and member.
BD.LMIEHE
Beta Sigma Psi

Wednesday, March 16, 1977

For the past several years,
organizations on campus elect a
representative to receive the
honor to be named a St. Pat's
Knight, the ceremonies are
most informal .
Each new knight gets dunked

in a vat of "green goo" before
St. Pat places the sword on his
shoulder.

starting T.J.H.A. and is now in
her second semester as our first
President . She's presently
serving as Vice-President of .
IEEE, SUB Social Director, and
serves on the Housing Board
Committee. She is also a
member of Blue Key and Phi
Kappa Theta Little Sisters. in
the past she served as President
and Secretary for WRHA, Radio
Chairman for MRHA, IKA and
participated in intramurals. As
far as we know, Elaine will be
the first woman to be knighted

Paul has managed to maintain
a high G.P.A. Because of all
this,
and
his
strong
brotherhood, Paul has been
selected to meet the fair
maiden, Alice.

MIKE TINDILL
Tech-Engine
The Members of Tech Engine
Club proudly present Mike
Tindill as their Knight for St.
Pat's, '77. Mi,ke is to be knighted
in honor of his efforts and activities on and about the UMR
campus. He has been active in
ASME, ASHRAE, GDI,IWC,
and ICC. Mike was a member of
the former Engineer's Club and
helped in the formation of Tech
Engine Club. He currently holds
the office of Vice-President of
Tech Engine and his leadership
and experience are found invaluable.
Mike is a 1972 high school
graduate from Appleton City,
Mo. He is the youngest of four
brothers, the third to graduate
from SMS-UMR. He will receive
his B.S. in Mechanical
Engineering in May.

MIKE LACKNER
Delta Sigma Phi
The brothers of Delta Sigma
Phi are proud to present as their
candidate for knightship of St.
Pat's, 1977 Mike Lackner. Mike
has held several different house
offices and is very much involved on campus belonging to
IFC, (Pres.), Blue Key, Who's
Who, APO, Tau Beta Pi, Sigma
Gamma Tau, and Phi Kappa
Phi and is still maintaining a 3.6
GPA. We feel ' that Mike is
deserving of this honor and will
be well accepted as a Knight of
St. Patrick.
WILLIAM TIERNEY
Delta Tau Delta
-The Brothers of Delta Tau
Delta are pleased to present
William Tierney as their 1977 St.
Pat's Knight. Bill bolds a B.S. in
C.E., 'and upon graduation in
May, will also have a B.S. in
Min. Eng. Bill bas been a
diligent worker throughout hls
college career, and is quite
deserving of this honor.

Students attaining knighthood
in 1977 are:

JOHN J. VALLAR
Phi Kappa Theta .
"Alice, I would like- you to
-meet Phi Kappa Theta's
Knight, John J. Vallar. In his
five years on campus, John has
been leading an active
collegiate career. Intramural
sports such as football,
basketball and softball, along
with being Ugly Man for our
house, have taken part of his
time. Also active on campus,
John is currently President of
S.M.E., Treasurer of Theta Tau
and former Ugly Man Chairman for Theta Tau. We feel that
you, Allce, will welcome upon
knighting by St. Patrick.
SEAN PRICE
, SlgmaPi
The Sigma Pi who shall be
knighted in the service of St.
Pat for 1977 is the honorable
Sean Price, senior in Petroleum
Engineering. Sean has held
many offices in the chapter. and
we feel that he has excelled in
each of them. It will be a
significant loss to the chapter
when he graduates this May.
Without qualms, it can be said
that Sean is a fine man and a
good Sigma Pi.

Above we find all those brave souls, the student Knlghts-to-be of St. Pat, as they raise
some pre-festiva I courage at a St. Patrick's function Monday night.
Photo by H. Burford
Resume Chairman of Blue Key;
President and Treasurer of the
American
Academy
of
Mechanics Honorary;
President of the Inter-8ervice
Council; membership in Theta
Tau; and Commander of UMR's
Air Force ROTC Detachment.
Add!tionally .. Bill has been a
member or officer in numerous
professional societies and also
held positions on a considerable
number of University committees and the Academic
Council.
Honors bestowed upon Bill
while at UMR include : Who's
Who, Eta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Psi Outstanding Active
Member 1976, a USAF officer
commission, and other military
awards.
An avid backer of St. Pat's,
Bill has supported the Board's
activities through the Blarney
Club and was chairman for
construction of the 1975 St. Pat's
Queen's float.
We at Beta Sig take pride in
having Bill Miehe enter "Alice"
and serve as an Honorary
Knight in the Court of St.
Patrick.

Brother Molina has also been in Alice. We are sure that
quite active within the Elaine's sweetness will soften
fraterntiy as well as on campus. Alices' coarse ways.
The major offices he has held
include Commander, Lt.STEVE UESCHEIDT
Commander,
and
Rush
student Councll
Chairman.
Larry plans to marry Miss
The UMR Student Council's
Ellen K. Albers, of St. Louis, on st. Pat's Knight for 1977 is
May 28th.
Steven G. Liescheidt. Steve is a
senior majoring in Mechanical
LEO VALLA
Engineering and is currently
Acacia
President of the Student Council
Leo Valla, Acacia's Knight, is and Editor of Blue Key.
a man who has contributed
His past accomplishments
much to this fraternity and it's have been ist Vice-President,
outstanding record. in his many assistant treasurer, assistant
years at this school, he has Rush Chairman, imd Historian
obtained a very high grade for Beta Sigma Psi social
point of which he can be proud. fraternity.
Leo is a member of Tau Beta Pi,
He is active in intramural
Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Eta Sigma, sports, like football and
Sigma Gamma Tau and Blue wrestling . Steve plans on
Key. He is also a part member receiving his degree in
of the St. Pat's Board. in the December of this year.
fraternity he has held the offices of Social Chairman and
Secretary. These are just a few
PAUL (SKIPPY) FElLIN
of Leo's outstanding characTau Kappa Epsllon
teristics that will make him an
exceptional St. Pat's Knight.
The men of Tau Kappa
Epsilon have chosen Paul
ELAINE CHRISTIAN
(Skippy) Fellin as their canT.J.H.A.
didate for Knighthood. Paul has
LARRY MOLINA
T.J.H.A. proudly announced worked hard in the house
SlgmaNu
Elain Christian as our first (Pres., V.P., Rush Chrmn., and
The Brothers of Sigma Nu candidate for St. Pat's Chaplain), campus (Theta Tau,
fraternity are proud to select Knighthood in 1977." Elalne, a I.K.), and various intramural
Larry Molina as a knight In the 'junior EE, was fundamental in sports. With all these activities.

PAT HUGHES
tr.H.A.
Pat Hughes has been
president of RHA. He plays
intramural soccer for us and
has been in charge of publicity .
He expects to graduate some
day.
JAMES E. GLYNN
Sigma Tau Gamma
The Brothers of Alpha Omega
Chapter of Sigma Tau Gamma
are proud to present James E.
Glynn as their selection for 1977
Honorary Knight of St. Patrick.
Jim is a senior in Mining
Engineering and will graduate
this May. Originally from
Jennings, Missouri he h'a s
become well known in Rolla ,
both on and off campus. His
high degree of involvement and
dedication to the house make
him in our estimation, and
outstanding candidate for this '
honor.
BOB BRENNAN
Lambda ChI Alpba

Lambda Chi Alpha is proud to
announce that, their candidate
for St. Pat's Knight is Bob
Brennan. Bob Is a senior in
Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science. We feel that
Bob has made many contributions to the fraternity and
has well represented us In many
honoraries . and
service
organizations.
. (contlnuedonpage1f)
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Knights ...
(conti/'lUed from p. 18)
VALENTINO BATES
Alpha Epsilon PI

~.

The brothers of Alpha Epsilon
Pi are proud to announce
Valentino Bates as our Knight
for 1977. Val is currently a
graduate student in Civil
Engineering after receiving his
B.S. in December . In the past
three and one half years Val has
served our house as President,
Vice President, Secretary, and
various other offices. He is
currently a representative to
the IFC, President of Chi
Epsilon, and a member of Tau
Beta Pi. Val was honored
recently as Chi Epsilon 's
Outstanding Civil Engineering
Senior for 1976. We feel that
these qualifica tions, and . the
fact that Val's presence in
Allice will add more "color" to
the knigting ceremony, make
him a fitting candidate.
ROBERT HAUL
Kappa Sigma

The Brothers of Kappa Sigma
proudly nominate, as St. Pat's
Knight, their pledge trainer ,
former . steward , Electrical
Engineering senior, and radio
personality, Robert William
Haul.

BaL LANEMANN
Mates
We, the members of the
Association of Married Students
(Mates) desire that Bill
Lanemann be knighted on
March 19, 1977. Bill will be
graduating in May of 1977 with a
Bachelor of Science in
Management, and a minor in
Electrical Engineering. Bill
Lanemann has been vice
president of Mates for three
semesters as well as being one
of the finest workers Ma tes has
had. And lastly, Bill was a
strong supporter for getting_
Mates a representative on the
St. Pat's Board .
TIM BRADLEY
Kappa Alpha

The Brothers of Kappa Alpha
are pleased to nominate Tim
Bradley as their Knight of St .
Patrick. Tim is a senior in Pet.
Eng . and is from Springfield,
Mo. His activities on campus
include : Theater Guild , Pi
Epsilon Tau, Phi Theta Sigma,
Tau Beta Pi , Blue Key (Treas .) ,
Forensic
M·Club
(V.P.),
Society (Pres. and V.P .)
Kappa Alpha (Pres .) , letterman in swimming and has
ben on the Dean's List for seven
semesters. We feel he will be a
worthy Knight of St. Patrick.
STEPHEN STOKES
G.D.I.
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BILLUDING
Missouri Miner

The Missouri Miner is proud
to present Bill Uding onto Alice.
Bill's fine efforts are well
known among the Men of Phi
Kappa Theta, NSPE , The
Miner, all of which he is a
member. Currently Business
Manager of the Miner, we all
know that Bill always gets what
he bargains for - in this case,
Alice.
BOB BORCHERDING
Triangle

ClassHied Ads
Letters, resumes, theses, dissertations - anything you need. Done
on an mM Correcting Selectric (no erasing or white paint) Prices
geared to dllficulty of work. Peggy 341-2399.
WANTED :, Old or new comic books to buy and trade. Also
would like to talk to any other comic collectors on campus.
'
'
Call Brian at 364-9885.
Part-time job: Will train. Some carpentry experience helpful.
Prefer student who will be in Rolla for summer school.
Can
adjust hours. 364-7115.

The men of Triangle proudly
present as their. 1977 St. Pat's
knight, Bob Borcherding . Bob is
a student in Electric.a)
Engineering and has been a
member of IEEE. An avid
photographer, he has snapped
pictures both for the yearbook
and the fraterntiy. Bob has
served in the fraternity in a
number of positions including
historian , corresponding
secretary and steward. For all
that he has done for Triangle,
we feel he will make an out·
standing knight.

Wine Center
TEPEE
eChampagne Punch Fountain Rental
&

eParty Beverages eFree Glassware Lending
Service eFree Parking eFast Service
e1/4 & 1/2 Barrels (No Deposit)
Hwy. 63 North
364-5451
Across From Thomas Jefferson

I

I

DON BINGAMAN
PI Kappa PhJ

Stephen Stokes has been
elected the St. Pat's Knight for
As Pi Kappa Phi's honorary . GDI because he is the epitome
knight for 1977, Don Bingaman of the true independent. For
is exemplary of a well-rounded years he has worked and supstudent, being involved in many ported the organization. He has
different aspects of campus life. been a member of various
. In fraternal affairs, Don has campus organizations including
served as Treasurer (twice), N.S.P .E . , A.S.C .E ., Rugby
Secretary, Historian, Steward, Club , and Chess Club. Being a
and as LF.C . Rep ., as well as dedicated Joe Miner, he is being
being on numerous com- knighted for the greater glory of
mittees. On Campus, he has the Independents Organization
been president and vice- and the Mo. &hool of Mines.
president of the aerospace
honorary Sigma Gamma Tau,
and has ~n a member of
REY ::==~=A.LA.A. and S.U.B. As if all this
wasn 't enough, Don has also
maintained a mid·3.0 in A.E. ,
and is an avide stereo fanatic.
. For all your contributions, Don,
we thank you and wish you
smooth flying.

SPORT
shop

MONTGOMERY BYERS
Campus Club
Campus Club is proud to
present Montgomery Byers as
its candidate for Knighthood .
Monty is a 24 year old native of
Mark Twain Land, majoring in
Chem. Eng., due to graduate in
May . At Campus Club, he is on
the Board of Control, and a
Student Council Rep. with
membership on the Free
University, Hospitality and
Recruiting Committees. To fill
his night life he is night
manager at the Norman Dee
Motel.
ANDREW COX
Sigma Phi Epsilon

The Brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon have selected Brother
Andrew W. Cox to represent Sig
Ep as an honory Knight of St.
Pat 's for 1977. We feel he has'
met all qualifications of
knighthood and has done much
to deserve the honor. His
exemplary leadership and
willingness to work has gained
him offices in Sigma Phi
Epsilon and M-Club and
membership in Theta Tau and
the Miner Football squad. We
hope St. Patrick will be as
honored in having Andrew W.
Cox as a knight as we are in'
presenting him f9r this honor.

a

SANDWICH
805 N. Rolla

....._

•

Rolla, Mo.

341·3161
.. _

Open Fri. & Sat. Nites Till 10:30

_

We Also Make Food For Parties With A Little Discount
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THE PlASTER kEY, INC.

Your Headquarters for
all Your Racquet Ball Needs
10% Off Anything Green In The Store
Offer .good thru Sat., March 19 Happy St. Pat's
· 1003 Pine
Rolla, Mo.
364-5495

Only 27 days till

GREEK WEEK!
SO get ready by

having a Fan-tastic

ST. PAT'S!
XenmarR Sporting Goods
Rolla, Mo.

GA~LERY

(Next Door To Ritz Theatre)

Racquet Ball Time

900 Pine

J.

364-3603

•
.!
••

~

~

Looking for a new hairstyle?
•
Let "Noke" design for you.
Originally from the Northwest.

:
:

••
•:

!
:

~

Student
Discounts
New Do's At

•

:•
:

••
:
••:
•:

His & Her Cuttery !
908 Pine
Rolla , Mo.
364·6416
:
............................
~
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TI
NOW HAS

'GREEN' SUSPENDERS

For ST. PAT/s
Celebration ....
With student 1.0.
$1.00 off regular price 341-2663

1107 Pine

Rolla, Mo.
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St. Patrick - Alive
and Well on
Campus
Jim Grelle, a senior in
engineering management from
St. Louis, has been named 1977
St. Pat at the University of
Missouri-Rolla.
Since 1908, St. Pat has reigned
over yearly festivities on the
UMR campus held in honor of
the patron saint of engineers.
Each year one " of the UMR
students - usually the one most
responsible for the elaborate
preparations - is elected by his
peers to represent st. Patrick.
Grelle is the son of Mrs.
Therese Grelle, 807 Neighbor
Lane, St. Louis. She is a widow
and works as a secretary
receptionist for -Music Sales.
Grelle was graduated from
DeAndreis High School. And,
since he has a certain facility in
mathematics and science, he
decided to continue his
education at UMR because of its
widespread recognition as an
engineering school. He is
looking for a career that pays
well and has opportunities for
advancement.
He
chose
engineering
management as his particular
field because of its combination
of engineering education (his
area of interest is mining
engineering) and business
courses. If all goes well, he will
receive his B.S. degree in May .
"I plan to start working after
graduation," he says. "But, I've
been so busy with St. Pat's and
my academic work that I
haven't had too much time for
job interviews. I hope to be able
to remedy that after this week. I
am looking for a job somewhere
where there will be an opportunity to work on a master's
degree, too."
Meanwhile, Grelle's career
on campus has been a full one.
He is a member of Sigma Nu
fraternity and has served that
organization as secretary and
social chairman. He is also a
member of Alpha Phi Omega
service fraternity and the
student chapter of the
American Management
Association and the American
Institute
of
~ ining ,
Metallurgical and Petroleum
Engineers.
He is a sports enthusiast. He
has been a member of intramural football and soccer
teams and enjoys tennis when
weather permits . But his
fa vorite form · of physical
exertion is rugby . He's been a
member of UMR's rugby team
for 2'h years . He even goes so
far as to speculate that - all
things being equal- job decision
may hang on the proximity of
an active rugby team.
Grelle's summer vacations
are not idle. He has worked as a
drill press operator for Carter
Carbuerator and as an industrial
engineer for Granite City Steel.
He also finds plenty of small
jobs to do around the house
when he's home on occasional
weekends and during the
shorter vacations from classes.
The St. Pat's celebrations for
the past few years have also
taken a great deal of his spare
time on campus. He has been
working toward his present post
of honor for at least the past two
years .
AU arrangements for the
annual festivities are made by
members of 'a St. Pat's Board
made up of a junior and senior
representative from each of the

22 participating organizations. St. Pat's year," he speculates.
Last year, as a junior rep, he "There are more organizations
was special events committee on campus involved than we've
chairman in charge of had for some time. For inarrangements
for
the stance, more designs for floats
traditional games and the were submitted this year. I just
student knighting ceremony. As wish we had had the money' to
a senior rep his fellow board build them all. We have more
members elected him president queen candidates and more
of the organization and; as student knights, too.
president; he is in charge of the
"It should be a really good
total function .
year," he concludes. "I know I
"This looks like a very good intend
to
enjoy
it."

Good Tunes-For Sure!
St. Pat's Concert
The official - event of the
University of Missouri-Rolla St.
Pat's weekend is a concert by
Pure Prairie League Saturday,
March 19, at 8 p.m. in the MultiPurpose Building.
.
Pure . Prairie League (the
name comes from an old Errol
Flynn movie) was formed six
years ago. All six musicians live
in the Ohio River Valley in
northern Kentucky or southern
Ohio around Cincinnati. Their
music is a fusion of bluegrass,
coun try, folk and rock 'n' roll.
Group personnel include
Ge0.x:ge Powell on rhythm

A'
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guitar; Billy Hinds, drummer;
John David Call, an engineermusician ; Michael Reilly,
vocalist who plays bass; Larry
Goshorn, lead guitarist, and
pianist Michael Connor.
Advance tickets are available
to students on campus through
March
16.
Wednesday,
Remaining tickets will be sold
at the door the night of the
concert, beginning at 7 p.m.
Thosse tickets are $3 each for
UMR students (limit two per
student I.D.) and $5 each for
general admission.

We're one hundred years old,
but we're not taking any bowS.
We're here to say thanks.

We've been
he lping peop le
und erstand life since
1877. A nd it's
people li ke yo u who
have made it all
possible.
.
Part of our business is understanding
your problems and yo ur goals in life and
offering solutions. We've bee n at it for
one hundred years. And, a company just
can 't stay in business that long without
learning a lot of good solid answers.
The answers h ave come from people
like you . People who are living their own
lives, each in a little different way. Each

with his or her own
problems and
aspirations.
We aren't saying
we 've seen all of life's
probl ems or goals.
But in a hundred yea rs of listening to
peo ple, we ve seen e nough to have a pretty
good understanding of life itself.
That's why at American United Life
we write all forms of insurance for your
life, health, and retirement. And as this
complex world keeps changing, you can
be confident that American United Life
will keep on listening because we want to
be here for the' next one hundred years.

t:II

'~.JIII.,

AMERICAN UNITED LIFE

We understand life.
Kaler E. Bole
4022 Wyoming

General Agent
Kansas City, Missouri 64111
. Phone: (816) 531·1610
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Some Last Words
Introspection
By BRIAN W. KAVANAUGH

I am not too old or senile to
remember how it all started
back in '48. Somehow I doubt
that I will ever forget. I seem to
be the only one left now. At least
I am as far as I can tell. I am not
fit enough to roam the world
searching for others like myself
anymore. Many times I wonder
why I was spared. Why I was so
different that I should live while
my world died. Mostly I just
wonder why it all happened.
Some 200 or so years ago this
planet, called earth, began to
explore the eight other planets
in this system for the purpose of
colonization and strategic
position. But this plant't was
divided into sections called
countries. Each of them wanted
their stake on the planets in
order to maintain the so-called
balance of power. But there was
never any actual fighting and
after a century or so the planets
became so involved with their
research work on the planets
that they became fairly
peaceful and almost completely
separated from earth, what
some people called the Mother
Planet.

Only the inhabitants of earth The planets were not colonized
called it that, though. The with just anybody . Only the best
residents of the other planets were chosen to give birth to a
resented it and strong new civilization.
prejudices arose between them
and earth.
It was a bloody war. But it
was a long one. Earth had to
This is when the stupidity divide its forces too greatly to
began . Instead of trying to solve achieve any kind of victory.
the problem logically, earth, in Scientists had long ago
this indomitable ego, began to developed shields for protection
form activist groups advocating aginst nuclear attack and had
control, even rule, over the erected them around their cities
preparing for the possibility of
planets by earth.
It was like a snowball rolling interstellar war. These shields,
down a hill . In a matter of a however, were most ineffective
mere 50 - 60 years, the cold war against conventional warfare.
Before earth could catch her
had turned scorching hot.
Earth's troops, the Imperials, breath, she was dying. The
they called themselves, began government knew it. The people
to land on the planets for the knew it. And they still would not
stop. There was even a greater
control of their government.
The planets did not see it fervor now. The cry had gone up
earth's way. They were to take the rest of the system
threatened. They retaliated. with them when they perished.
Earth throught it was more They did.
powerful than them even when
the planets formed an alliance
It was probably inevitable.
against earth. How wrong they One side or the other would
were.
have eventually developed the
ultimate weapon; the DoomsThe planets , though not day Machine. A machine so
strong in numbers, contained powerful it could destroy an
the descendants of many of entire world, maybe even an
earth's most brilliant scientists. entire solar system .

Auto Parts-Acccessories-Speed Equipment

Rolla, Mo.

These last words were read
by a Captain R .U. Stroff of his
majesty's RQyal Service some
eighty years later after they
were deciphered by his ship
board computer. And, as he was
captain, and only he had seen
them, they were promptly
destroyed.
"It would not do for this to get
to headquarters" , he thought to
himself. "It might mean a halt
to our war. And what else is
there to live for than war?"

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

HookBigAuto
Supply
Discounts
513 Hwy. 63 S.

Earth
unleashed
their
"savior" in a last ditch attempt.
And it worked. To the misery of
most, and the glory of few, it
worked. No defense was
discovered. Barely any life
escaped it as it spread through
the planets in a cataclysmic
mission of destruction and
wholesale murder. No planet
was left untouched, not even
earth herself.
Which brings this story to a
close. I, like my planet, am
dead. I leave you this message,
you who may be reading this, as
a warning. Do not make our
same mistakes. Learn to live in
peace. For god's sake, don 't kill
yoursel ves.

364·5252

i. *Chris.topher Jewelers* .i
.

ST. PAT'S
Since 1908
SCOTT 'S
Since 1905

805 Pine Street
The Complete Service Jeweler

..............................:

:

TOP HAT
LOUNGE
ST. PAT'S
AT THE·HAT
Michelob On Tap
Downtown Rolla
Over ABC Bowling Lanes
Open 5:00 p.m.-l:30 a.m. Mon. thru Sat.

BOOK
One of our more beautiful
snake killers on campus.
(Photo by H. Burford)

•

MUSIC

In Downtown Rolla

Come On Down To

Shah

STAND

364-5077

Busch on Tap

Popcorn

Hours: Mon.·Thurs. 5 p.m.·1 :30 a.m.
Fri.·Sat. 3:00 p.m.·1:30 a.m.
Rolla, Mo.
364·4334
1107 Pine
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Kappa Alpha Continues Dynasty

Converse Coeds

In Intramural Wrestling
BYD.THORN

The KA wrestling tradition
continued 1ast week as they
captured the intramural
wrestling team championship
once again. This is the tenth
consecutive year that KA has
won 1M wrestling. Team point

totals for the top four teams are
as follows: KA 46, TKE 39, TJ 28
and Sig Ep 26 . Mark Pfitzinger
of KA was named the meets
outstanding wrestler.
Softball action begins next
week , and horseshoe com·
petition also starts next week.
123 -

Mike Suda TKE

130 - Todd Davis, Delta Sig
137 - Mike Buzbee, TKE
144 - Chris Eales, TJ
152 - Bill Johnson, TEC
160 - Pete Telthorst, TKE
166 - Mark Pftizinger, KA
177 - Gary Roberts, KA
191 - Matt Bruns, Sig Ep
Hwt. - Jim Puester, Beta Sig

~
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By
"GRANDMA"

One more reminder, folks several intramural activities
are coming up - badminton,
horseshoes, and bowling are
happening soon. Softball games
begin right after St. Pat's, so
dig out the old ball glove and get
your arm limbered up. We have
eight teams playing softball this
year, and hopefully the season
will end withthe Second Annual
All-Star Softball Game, just for
grins.
There have been several
people asking about intramural
standings lately - here's the
scoop, (I think):
TJHA
AWS
KD
ZTA
Crescents
Wesley
Ka

WRHA
ABS

That's after first semester
sports and basketball.
One more thing - there have
been more mistakes printed
under this column heading than
I would have liked. Please
accept my apologies and bear
with us. It's a long way from an
idea in my head to the print
you're now readin, and with
typists, layout people, etc. in
between, things sometimes get
jumbled. Like last week, the
major difference between fast
and slow-pitch softball - the
pitch itself - was omitted.
(Slow pitches must arch three
feet or be released at shoulder
level.) Anyway, sorry. As
always , your constructive
criticism is welcome.
For anyone who has bothered
to read this supposedly
legitimate column in an insane
paper, remember: "Only bases
were meant to be loaded."

or
Short i
Delta Sigma Phi and Kappa Alpha wrestlers do battle in last weeks intramural
wrestling.
(photo by Naeger)

Pistol Team
News
The newly formed target
Pistol Club received UMR
approval February 24. Advisors
are MSG E.R. Cantu, UMR
Rifle team
coach
and
patrolman Bill Bleckmann,
Marksmanship coach for the
UMR Police .
Club officers are : -J eff
Arensmeier-President , Ken
Brugioni-Vice President, Vince
Barrale-Secretary-Treasurer,
and
Mark
MasnorCorresponding ' secretary, and
Executive Council Members :
Glen
Newtown ,
Dave
Braggeman, and Dale Waldo.
There are presently 18 members. The club's main objective
is competitive target shooting.
As the semester is over half
done, only a limited amount of
competition is planned for this
academic year. Competition
will mainly consist of possible
matches with area law enforcement agencies. However,
next fall intercollegiate matches are planned.
The experienced as well as
the inexperienced are welcome.
The club has six target pistols
for members' use and facilities
for storage of private firearms.
C (continued on page 23)
.
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We Give The
Look You Want
With Co~plete
Control

Now interviewing
sophomores·
for management
opportunities
The United States Army is interviewing sophomores for future positions
as Army officers.
Applicants are required to participate
in a six-week summer program at Fort
Knox , Ky., to qualify for college ROTC
courses next year. Pay for the six weeks
is nearly $500, plus travel, room and
board.
Students who complete the summer
training and enter ROTC as juniors will
accept active duty and reserve obligations upon graduation.
For an interview appointment, contact:
MILITARY SCIENCE DEPARTMENT J UMR
PHONE: 341-4741

See Us At Sambo/s
The Tiger Is Ready
For St. Pat's
1811 N. Bishop

Rolla, Mo.
364·1477

Wednesday, March 16, 1977

Ruggers Open Spring Season;
Prepare For Stag Invitational
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The rugby season is in full
swing now, with this semester-'s
schedule featuring seven
matches and two tournaments.
Despite a large number of new
and inexperienced players, and
some early key injuries, the
'UMR club should be able to field
a strong team.
The season began with the
annual Mardi Gras Rugby
Tournament held in Hammond,
Louisiana on February 19th and
20th. In their first match, the
Rolla club dropped a 16-3
decision with Harley Meyer
kicking the lone penalty goal.
This was the first game ever
played by many of the players,
and this game against a more
experienced Brookdale, New
Jersey team was an excellent
opportunity to learn more about
the game. The Rolla ruggers
came out victorious in their
second match 6-4 over Clemson.
Scrum-balf Bruce Bales scored
the try and Meyer kicked the
conversion which proved to be
the difference in the game. In
their final match of the day,
Rolla lost a heart-breaking
match 12-3 to the Ilpuston,
Texas Boars. Frank Werner
converted on the penalty kick,
and Rolla led until the Boars
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were able to score two trys in
the last five minutes of the
match.
Saturday, the 5th, saw the
Ruggers in action again, this
time in Jefferson City against
the' Jeff City Rugby Club. UMR
lost the first sides match 21-()
but defeated them in the second
sides match 7-0. Stand-off
Dennis Jones scored a try, and
wing-forward Mark
Mastroianni kicked a penalty
goal.
Saturday, March 12, the Rolla
Rugby Club travelled to Fayette
and lost to Central Methodist 23O. Joe Gabris came within feet
of scoring, but was thwarted by
a Central fullback. This Sunday,
the 20th, UMR battles Southeast
Missouri State at 2:00 p.m. at
the intramural fields.

Saturday morning promptly at 9
at the Intramural Fields. In the
afternoon Saturday there will
be a hamburger barbeque at the
Lion's Club Park. Saturday
night is the Tournament Party
at the Armory at 8. The tournament will be completed
Sunday with the women's final
being played at 9 a.m . and the
men's final at 3 p.m. ~am
trophies will be given for lirst,
second, and third place, as well
as one for the winner of the
consolation
bracket.
A
travelling trophy, 4 feet tall, is '
also awarded to the champions,
and each player on that team
receives an individual plaque. A
sportsmanship award will also
be presented as determined by
voting by the team captains.

The Rolla Ruggers are
working hard preparing for the
fith annual Stag Midwest·
Invitational Intercollegiate
Rugby Tournament (SMIIRT)
which is being held here in Rolla
March 25-27, 1977. 16 men's
teams and 4 women's teams will
be in action. The weekend starts
with the Reception Party at the
Manor Inn Friday the 25th at 8
p.m. The competition starts

UMR's first. game of the
tournament will Q': at 11:30
Saturday
.mornmg
on
Intram~al Fiel~ No. 1. For
mor~ mformahon, call Joe
Gabns at 364-8115 or Bruce
Bales at 341-4991. Come on out.
and support the ~lla Ruggers
and see some exciting action as
~ey play ~e ho~test new game
m America smce fooshall,
rugby.

Smith, Craycraft
Set School Marks
On March 5th, while all the
Rolla co~ds were shaking their
booties at the Sadie Hawkins
dance, the UMR track team
concluded its indoor season in
Warrensburg . Several individuals performed exceptionally well, although the
team lacked depth.
Steve Smith bettered both his
school marks in the lonp and
triple jump with leaps of 23' and
47' 10", finishing 2nd and 4th,
respectively . Miller distance
man extraordinaire, Dave
Craycraft, ran extremely well

placing 5th in the 2 mile run in
varsity record time of 9: 18.8
min . Dave also set the school 3
mile mark, 14 :15, through the
course of the indoor season.
Roger Vessell finished 4th in the
440 yard dash with a time of 50.9
sec., and the mile relay team of
Staub, Snyder, Ortbals, and
Lattner qualified 5th.
The skinnies open their.
outdoor season on March 26th in
a quadrangular meet at the
School of the Ozarks, Point
Lookout, Missouri.

Shermans and Imported Cigarettes

Pipes $2.95 to $49.50
All cit

Forum II Tobacco & Spirits·
1433 Hauck Dr.
Inquire About Party Weekend Prices

Your 4 wheel drive headquarters CJ·5, CJ·7, Wagoneer, Cherokee, p.
up' s (12) in stock to choose from
Your AMC·Jeep Dealer

Eck Motor Co. Inc.

Sigma Phi Epsilon receives their first place trophy which they won last week in
intramural basketball.
(photo by Naeger)

Pistol Team
Membership dues are $5 per
semester. Associate fees are $l
per 50 rounds and 5 targets or 25
cents if you provide your own
ammunition .
(

Meetings are held on Tuesday
nights at 7 in room 101 of the
Military Science Building, T-2.
The ne\t meeting will be March
29.

An exact practice schedule
has not been established but
general times are as follows;
Monday all day , Wednesday
morning , Thursday afternoon
and Friday morning .

fl.- ..

Open 8 to 7 - Sat. Til 4 P.M.
500 Hwy. 63 S. Ph. 364=-f323
Rolla, Mo.
UMR Students Welcome
Special terms for Graduating Seniors

Enjoy St. Pat's Day

with a
Shamrock
Sundae
Reg . u.s. Pat. Off., Am . D.Q . Corp. (c) Copyright 1977 Am . D.Q. Corp.

Have An Ole Fashioned
St. Pat's

"8eLazy"
WEEKEND AT

.~
For Year Round Pleasure

CARRIAGE LOUNGE
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 9:00-1 :00

DISCO
No .C over Charge
Behind the Manor Inn

Heated Year Round
Swim Pool
Therapeutic Whirl Pool
TurkiSh Dry Heat Sauna

Interstate 44 at
Business Rt. 44
Rolla, Mo.
Lodge·364·7111

Richard Klingbeil
Restaurant 364·9847
Stan Brechbuhler

Meeting Rooms
Cocktail Lounge
Gift Shop "Happy St. Pat's To All
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TO GET THE WORD ON SCHLITZ LOOK IN THE YELLOW PAGES UNDER BEER.

•

A MESSAGE from "Jay" & "G.B. 's"

. - We'd also request the enlistment of the
readers support for St. Pat's '77.
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